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.Shall We Wear A Saddle for the Jockey Club?
THE implication of those who ~re moving heaven
To approve the bond issue would be to extend
and earth to pass the $60,000,000 bond issue is that horse racing for an unknown .and indefinite period, for
the voters of Arkansas can be bought. "Look, no new there is no specific time set for the .durat.ion of the
,
. .
bonds. That would be left to the discretion of the
taxes, .th~y say, as they dangle :he ?ro:rnse of a fabu- governor and his board, and, therefore, might conIons bmldmg program for state mshtutwns before our ceivably be 20, 30 or even 40 years. Since income from
eyes. But there is a sell-out involved-a sell-out to · the use tax for the bond issue is cleverly set at funds
the Oaklawn Jockey Club.
in excess of 102% of the amount collected in the preNot only would the voting of the bond issue ex~ ceding fiscal year, the state of Arkansas would thus
have an automatic pressure on it to make horse racing
tend horse racing at Hot Springs on its present and thrive.
recently extended' basis of 45 days ·per season until the
Everything else in the bond proposal ties into the
la:st bond has been retired. It would also, in effect, proposed sell-out to the Jockey Club. Which is not surpressure the people of Arkansas to see that the Oak- prising when you take into account who authored it.
The fact that the bond act:
lawn Jo~key Club prospers.
I
Sets no ceiling or limitation as to
Even the pledging of the general
the amount of interest rate;
funds of the State to make the .anGambling Aids
Nowhere provides the bonds shall
nual payments on the bonds is a
be
sold to highest bidder;
Communism
part of the pressure to put the peoGives no indication whatever as
"Religion and morality are the
ple of the state back of promoting
to what fees are to be paid in issuindispensable suppoTts of politiing the bonds ;
prosperity for the Jockey Club.
cal and national pr·ospeTity. To
Sets no ceiling on attorney and
Should the dip into State funds
st?·engthen and not . to s~~bvert
agent
feesthreaten the life of the· public
these great pilla-r·s of huma-n welAll
of
this makes the sky the limit
fa-re is the supreme duty of eveTy
schools, a likely possibility, surely
of cost and would make the horse
pa-tr·iotic
citizen.
A
na-tion's
the mothers and fathers of children
racing business more and more our
gTea-tness ca-n a-Lwa-ys be mea-sthey take to church on Sunday
master.
U?·ed in terms of its vir·tue.
would be expected to help assure a
Surely the bon~ pmposal is the
"Ga-mbling is an evi'l in our
good income from racing, to "save
zaniest, most diabolical come-on
midst which str·engthens and
ever to be offered the citizenry of
our schools."
·
demonstmtes t h e Comm~tnist
the
great State of Arkansas.
The fact that all of the bond
cha-Tge tha-t we M·e moTa-lly unIf
you want to see power politics
issue-above the undetermined cost
disciplined. a-nd a spiritua-lly dein
full
swing; just open your .eyes
pr·a-ved people. For a- governof the issue-would be used for new
and
your
ears to what the State poment, be it fedeTa-l, state or loca-l,
buildings and none for operating
litical
machine
is doing to get the
or· for· a-ny otheT agency, however
and maintenance costs, means Arbonds
voted.
~nd if you think poliwor·thy, to fina-nce itself out of
tics has a stranglehold on Arkansas
kansas would have to rely on the
the wea-kness of the people is a-band her people now, just wait till
nefarious gambling profits for all
horrent to Tight minded persons,
you see what it will be like if the
a-nd serves the ca-use of the
that could be milked out of them.
bonds
are voted. Surely this is the
enemy.
The taxpayers~glowing promises
time politics has overplayed its
of the bond sellers notwithstanding
hand. But only the voters of Ar"When we give our suppor·t to
kansas can decide.
-are going to have to pay through
or toler·a-te the gambling mena-ce,
we subver·t our h~stor·ic AmeriIf you are for free, wholesome
the nose in increased taxes as never
ca-n cr·eed a-nd wield the Commuand reasonable support for Arkanbefore. Does anybody believe you
nist sickle. America- is no strongsas and her treasured institutions,
can double the number of college
er than the ideals of her people."
go and vote Tuesday AGAINST the
buildings in the state at no extra
-The Discipline 'of The Methobond fix. Let's not permit the Oakcost for utilities, maintenance, furdist Church
. lawn Jockey· Club to saddle us.nishings and additional salaries?
Erwin L. McDonald

Executive Board

Association Programs
THE ASSOCIATION has been the
basic organization · in the life of our denomination for a number 9f decades. It
is the denominational
organization nearest
the churches. It is in
the churches that the
work of reaching and
teaching the people
must be done. It is obvious then that if we
are to make our tdtal
mi11sion program most
effective we must
reach the churches-all the churches.
OK. VVMIILUW
It is altogether possible that we should make a careful study
of our present approach and the program
contents of our associations. Many fac- ·
tors have entered in to make ours a radically different world than the time when
our associational work bega11. The approach that was effective in the early
days of our associational work might be
outmoded today. To .become hidebound
by tradition might well make void efforts
of good intention.
Even a casual look at our associational
programs will convince one that in most
instances we are n0t making adequate financial provision for the most effective
work. We would like to urge the persons
and committees charged witP. the responsibility of formulating the church budgets
to give careful consideration to this matter. We >yould like to see our churches
make adequate provision in their budgets
for the associational•work. It is our judgment that it would be far better for the
churches to make sufficient allocations
for the associational work than to depend
upon the state office for subsidies. There
is no virtue in sending money to the Little
Rock office which in turn is to be sent
right back to the association. The_re are,
on the other hand, a number of dangers
connected with subsidies. For one thing
there is power in the purse. This power
(Continued on Page 20)

Dealing With the

Non-Reside~nt
BY BEN

Dilemma

M. ELROD

CHURCH (South S~de, Pine Bluff) is probably typical, -as far as
the n:umber of non-resident members is concerned. We found recently
that we had 413 members who lived outside the borders of qur area, or1~,
whose addresses we did not possess.
One of our deacons, T. A. Redden, a retired railroad man, and his
wife offered to give their time in an effort to find as many of these persons
as possible. And time they did give! Hundreds of phone calls, letters, and
other personal contacts were made. Lists were published in our church
paper. Response came from every quarter. Our own people were able, in~
many cases, to tell us how to reach the non-residents. Letters came from
far-away places, from people who had somehow received word that we
were undertaking 'such a program.
· Of the 413 non-resident members, 10 were found to have died, 20 had
joined churches of other denominations, 58 were holding membership in
other· Baptist churches, and at least some in;formation was gained concerning 267 persons. This left 146 for whom we could not account.
To those who remained non-resident members, whose addresses we
had been able to obtain, we sent a letter. We urged them to help us correct
our records by ~urnishing up-to-date information on their church affilia~
tion. We encouraged them to join a Southern Baptist church in their
vicinity if they had not already done so. We received, and are receiving
even now, a month after the letters were mailed! replies to the letters.
Can any conclusions be drawn? I believe we learned three things:
The problem is, to a great degree, a record problem. Fifty-eight of
these people belonged to other churches. Either their churches or ours
had failed in keeping good records.
Baptists who move need definite, planned encouragement concerning transfer of membership. · The church they leave should accept that
responsibility. It is a part of our total ministry to the family.
Many of our people are very poorly informed about the procedure for
transferring their membership. Typical of the comments in the letters
which we received was this one: "I would like very much to have my
letter at this time,'' etc .... This is evidence that our people do not understand the nature of a church letter. Perhaps we have assumed that they
unden:;tand more than they do.
This one thing more should be said. The greatest benefit which
comes from such an effort is the ~eeling on the part of the church that
we are at least making an effort to minister to these people. Any church
will be blessed by an honest effort to find the non-residents. •
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P a ,g e Two

On Driving
7~e

-1t/e ~ou Sa~e

TWO cars met head-on, on a
narrow one-way bridge. Screech-.
ing to a halt, one irate· driver stuck
his head out the window and
shouted, "I don't back up for
idiots!" Calmly ptltting his car in
reverse, the other motorist replied,
"Ido!". · .
.Scientists at the American Optical Company have investigated blinking of the eyes. They've dis·. covered _that it .requires -one-fifth
of a. second to blink; that ·a person
ust1ally. blinks 25 times every minut~. Therefore, if y.:ou ·average 50

miles an hour on a motoring trip
of ten hours, you drive 42 miles
with your eyes shut. That ought
to shak·~ you up! Or should I say,
wak.e you up! . . .
It is high time for all of us to
remember murder can be committed vvith an auto as surely as it'
can with a gun. No person has the
· right to endanger others through
neglect, carelessness, or intoxication.

Listen, neighbor! Be carefuL. . remember, the life you save
-may be mine!~ Jack Gulledge,
in "Parson to Person," The Brinkley Argus.
ARKANSAS

BAPTIST

J. T. Harvills Named
foreign Missionaries

REV. AND MRS. HARVIll

REV. AND M1·s. J. T. Ha1·v.ill
wer-e appointed missionaTies to
Mexico by the Southm·n Baptist
Fo1·eign Mission BoaTd, meeting in
t~~ll session at Ridgecr-est (N. C.)
Baptist Assembly, June 15-16.
PASTOR and Mrs. J. T. Harvill,
of Lonoke (Ark.) Baptist Church,
were appointed missionaries to
Mexico by the Southern Baptist
Foreign Mission Board, meeting at
Ridgecrest ·(N. C.) Baptist Assembly, Jm:i.e 15-16. They plan to do
English-language work.
Since going to Lonoke in October,
1958, Mr 1 Harvill has served as
president of the Kiwanis Club, as
a member of the board of directors
for the county· fair, and as moderator and treasurer of Caroline Association. Mrs. Harvill is choir director for the church~
The Harvills .both grew up in
Humphrey; she is the former Catherine Crum. He received the bachelor of arts degree from Ouachita
College, Arkadelphia, and the bachelor of divinity degree from Southwestern Seminary, Fort Worth,,
Tex'. Mrs. Harvill attended Henderson State Teachers College, Arkadelphia; Southwestern Seminary,
and the Beebe branch of Arkansas
State College.
I
Mr. Harvill has held pastorates
in Brummett, Altheimer, Reydell,
and Camden, and at Fort Worth,
June 22,1961

.

Conrtship, Marriage anrl the Home

Mrs. J H Street, Conw~y, to Edit
New· W eekry Feature Beginning Soon
READERS of the AIJ·kansas
Baptist Newsmagazine will be
greeted by a new weekly feature,
"Courtship·, Marriage and the
Home," beginning with the issue
of July 13, with Mrs. James H.
Street, Conway, as editor of the
special page.
\ s·mce none of the 26 papers
published by Southern Baptists
carry such a page, we will be
pioneering. The new feature has
been scheduled for a three-month
run on a trial basis. It will take
the space formerly given to "Nuggets of Gold," which has featured
general devotional and inspirational materials.
The fact that a reader survey
MRS. STREET'
conducted several months ago for
our paper revealed that two
thircds of our readers are women from Mississippi Woman's College
and young people would seem to (now William Carey College), atindicate that the new feature will tended Women's Missionary Trainhave a wide appeal. We shall con- ing School (now Carver School),
tinue to carry "Children's Nook" Louisville, one year, and did grad. has been a regular feature
'
uate work at George Peabody Colwhich
lege, Nashville, and at Asheville
of the paper for· many years.
· Mrs. Street, whose husband is in (N.C.) Teachers College.
For several years she was a high
his eighth year as pastor of First
Church, Conway, is widely known school English teacher.
The Streets were married on
_ for her participation in religious
focus weeks on college campuses Dec. 25, 1929. Their only child,
and at .h ospitals, and as a faculty Herbert S. Street, is a medical
member at the Southern Baptist doctor in Laurel, Miss. There are
Assemblies at Ridgecrest, N.C., two grandchildren, Tad, 6, and
and Glorieta, N.M. She is a spe- Vic, 4.
cialist on the theme with which
As the title of her page will inshe will be dealing.
dicate, Mrs. Street will provide a
Born Rosalind Elizabeth Shep- counselling service to readers who
pard in south Mississippi near the ·direct questions to her, and will
little town of Leaf, Mrs. Street car.ry a variety of materials dealgrew up in Richton, near Hatties- ing with the Christian home. burg. She received the A.B. degree E:yM.
Tex.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvill said that
they had wondered since seminary
days if God wanted them to serve on
a foreign mission field or if he just
wanted them to be willing to go.
They said after the Southern Baptist Convention in 1960 they · decided God did want them to go. ·
The Harvills have three children,
Mary Catherine, almost 12, James

Thomas, Jr., six, and Elizabeth
Annette, three. · •
•

'Appreciation Day'
SUNDAY, June25, will be "Judge
Carleton Harris Appreciation Day"
at South Side Church, Pine Bluff,
where Judge Harris is a memper,
Rev. Ben M. Elrod, pastor, has announced. •
Page Three
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THE

eyes of 'fexas-and of the world-will be upon Texas Baptists when they
meet in Austin next Nov. 7-10. This is assured by far-reaching recommendations
from the executive board of the Baptist General Convention of Texas concerning
1
,.,
I!JD
•
~
tJ
issues of chur~h and state, which will
,em4 oa{tti6td- "'eac.be voted upon at the amiual fall meet'3f/~
t")tJ,tJ,eee, ing of the Convention. .
.
~'
If the proposed new mterpretatwn
of church-state issues is adopted, Baptist colleges and universities will be told to stop
borrowing m<;mey from the federal government on the grounds that the low interest
rate charged by the government for long-term loans is less than the government
would have to pay if borrowing on the open market, and thus amounts to 1
·
.
subsidization.
Some idea of how complicated the issue of separation of church and state has
become is seen in the specific interpretations of the Texas board. (See article elsewhere in this issue.) Perhaps the weakest part of the board's argument is that dealing with reduced postal rates for Chureh groups.
The,Board stated that "until there 'is a general overhaul in the postal system ...
there is no practical way to alleviate the government subsidy in this field. While
there is technical violation of the principle of church and state by the acceptance in
use of a non-profit second class mailing permit, nevertheless the violation ·in this
regard is more apparent than real.", Even if the denomination were to ma~l everything at first-class rates, they still coul(l not say that some portion of the services were
not at the expense of the government since the entire system operates at a deficit;
it was pointed out.
The fact that the postal service is not paying its way would seem to Jile argument
for every patron, including churches and denominations, to pay more for services
received.
The longest discussion in the board consideration, according to the news reports,
was on the question of whether or not Baptist educational institutions should be
asked to stop applying for or accep~ing long-range, low-interest loans from the
federal government for new buildings.
Some Board members held that there was no subsidy involved in the 3.18
per cent interest on governmen!J loans, which Baptist schools paid in 1959, for
example, stating that the government actually paid only 2.78 per cent interest on
the national debt that year.
· Although it is not a part of the official resolution .to he presented to the Texas
Convention for action, the committee recommended that in the case of 'religious
property being exempted from local taxation that a voluntary fee. should be paid to
the local government to cover such items as police and fire protection and "in order
to keep religious organizations from being burdens on the taxpayers."
Pastor W. A. Criswell of First Church, Dallas, hit a positive note when he
issued a challenge to Texas Baptists not to let their colleges and universities suffer
for lack of financial support, i£ they are cut off from federal funds.'
Regardless of the outcome, Texas Baptist leaders are to be congratulated for
daring to deal realistically with one of the nation's . great problems. They should
have not only our interest but our prayers. In this, as in many other things, Texas
may show the way for the rest of us.-ELM

ALevz,ei,-State

*

*

*

IN THE judgment of many, a fellow is ove1:Jy pious when he lets his religim;
interfering with having fun or driving a hard bargain in a business deal.

*

*

*

' P'uTTING your money where your mouth is' is an awkward

*

*

st~rt

gest~re these days.

*

ARKANSAS weather and politics being what they are this year, this is the time
for a lot of things to be done that have been vowed for "come heU or high water."
Page Four
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Personally ' Speaking ·. . .

1fle~ S'-alt t?e -~..4,~
...
~·

';¥em

TrME changes things-and people. '-we
are more mindful of changes in the world
we live in than the change that is always
taking place in our·
selves. One of the first
imp1'essions you get
upon meeting a friend
you have not seen for
many years is that he
is really showing his
age. The thought never occurs to you that
he is thinking the
same about you. You
have been living with
yourself all those
ELM
years and, to yourself,
you still see a lot more in your mirror
than can be detected by others.
Any one who has lived half a centurywhether he will admit it to anybody besides the Social Security Administration
or not--must have had the disillusioning
experience of discovering that he and
some one who used to be a very close
friend no longer have much in common.
You meet and after the first thrill of
being together again you begin to discover that things between you are not as
they used to be.
·
Some grow faster than others. · Some
stagnate. There are many and opposite
·directions in which you and your friends
_can grow. It may be that the great difference between you and the friend with
whom you used to have so much in common comes about because of different interests that eacp of you has developedor one has developed and the other has
not.
One likes to read and tries to keep
abreast of the changing times. Another
cannot or will not read more than the
comics, the sports, or maybe the stock
quotations. Or perhaps both like to read,but there are so many different types of
reading matter these days that they may
develop completely different tastes in
their choice of materials.
'
Where you live, when you live, how you
live-all of these make their impacts
upon you as a person and are continually
shaping you into the one you are going
to be. We are not conscious of it, but we
decide pretty early in life whether the
corners of our mouths are eventually to
turn up or down.
One of the heartening thoughts about
being a Christian is that, imperfect
though we are, the daily experience of
living the life of a newborn creature in
Christ will help us to become more like
Christ in our aspirations, our attitudes,
in our deeds, and in our character.
B eloved, now a1·e we the sons of God,
and it doth not y et appea1· w hat we shall
be : but w e know . that, when he shall
appea1·, we shall be lik e him; for we shall
see him as he is (1 John 3 :2).

~;t~~
ARKANSAS BAPTIST

Letters to the Editor

Baptist Elections

SINCE reading your editorial on balloting for Convention officers and the
reports made by the tellers, I have checked
the minutes for the past fifteen years
and · have made spot checks within most
of the decades, beginning with the orAn Unfounded Rumor
ganization meeting in Augusta in 1845.
IS there a bill, 'w hich has passed the
At no time in the past fifteen years' do
Senate and will be voted on by the House .I find a report by the tellers of the numof Representatives 6-19-61, and if it ber of votes ·r eceived by any candidate f0r
passes the House it would remove, all
any Convention office. They have simply
Gideon Bibles from schools and other inreported the two high men when no 1
stitutions and, nothing pertaining to God nominee received a majority or the. elecor His word in any way will ever be al- tion of the one receiving the majority
lowed mentioned in school again; there vote.
won't ever be a baccalaureate sermon
The same method of reporting seems to
again, and many other liberties will be
have prevailed in the earlier years as reremoved from all God fearing citizens of
vealed by my spot check. W. B. Johnson 1
America?
was s.,imply reported by the telle·rs as havHere in this city a Baptist minister has
ing been elected 1in ·1845, as were also the
been warning people for the past several
officers in succeeding years, with one
days on a radio station .... This preacher interesting exception. \
I mention wants everyone who wants to
In 1859, after having served four terms,
keep our schools as they are to write
R. B ! C. Howell was re-elected . by matheir Congressman and send i•t to him.
jority vote, he having received 228 votes,
Then he 1n . turn sends, he hopes, four
which was ten more than the needed masacks of mail to all the Congressmen in
jority. Howell acknowledged election with
Washington, D.C., from four states.
appreciation, but requested that he be
Please find out about the pending bill
excused from serving. Whereupon the
and if what he ;mys is true, please help.
Convention balloted four more times, after ·
-Name withheld.
the first three the tellers simply announcing "no election," and after the fourth,
REPLY: I fot·warded your letter to reporting the election of "brother RichWashington, D.C., to our Baptist Joint ard Fuller, Md.l' My research was not
Committee on Public Affairs, 1628 Six- exhaustive, but I did not find any other
teenth-St?·eet, N.W., and I have this t•eply instance of repo.rt by tellers of number
f?'O?n W. BM·t·y GaTrett, associate of votes ·cast for different nominees, exdi1·ectot·:
cept in that first balloting in 1859 .
. I cite these facts simply to point out
"I have never heard of any such bill.
that there is a considerable tradition for
This must be the figment of somebod;y's . the summary nature of the report reimagination. My sixth sense, however,
leased by the tellers. I do not know the
tells me that it is a hysterical and fanati•reasoning back of this tradition, but it
cal attack on Federal :;tid to education.
may be related to the fact that our sessions are religious in nature and 'reflect
"Some of the CongresJ11en hope that the
a concern to guard against rivalries and
general aid to education bill will be debated the week of 6-19-61. The fact is 'the atmosphere of political meetings.
that the general education bill is 'clean'
An effort was made some years ago to
as far as parochial schools is concerned provide official ballots, but this was not
and there is no mention of the matters found to be p'ractical either from the
standpoint of dist-ribution or of certainty
that are contained in your correspondent's
letter.
(Continued on Page 7)
'
"Also there is written into the bill adequate provisions against Federal control
and assuring local and state control ·of
the public schools. There is a lot of foolish
:
ehurch ehuckles
:
talk going around the country, but I have
·:
by CARTWRIGHT
:
not yet been able to identify the sources
······~···················
of much of it. There is enough of such
talk, however, that it makes one wonder
•
just what kind of a 'crackpot' leader this
,;
country may fall for some day. The best
antidote that I know for it all is to continue to give the people the authenticated
facts from responsible sources as we have
been tl·ying to do. You are Uoing· a statesmanlik!l_ job in this respect in Arkansas.
May God save us both from extreme
liberalism and from reactionary conservatism ...."

THE PEOPLE SPEAK

...............................
..............
.
..
..c
..

Thanks fo?' seeking the facts. Just one
?no?·e. Any time I ~V?·ite to my Con·g?·essman I will send it diTect to him, not
to somebody· who is t?·ying to become a
mail boy for the Congt·essmen.-ELM
~VO?'d

June 22, 1961

"Looks like someone's been
a bit carried away by my

..
.
..
:

E

financial appeals!" -· - -·----.~ --- •

The

Boo~shelf

First In-Last Out, by Major Calvin L.
Collier, U.S.A.F., Pioneer Press, 1961,
$4.50
It is too bad that Major Collier did not
take the time and pages to document the
material carried in this story of the Capitol Guards, Arkansas Brigade, one of the
cr·ack outfits on 'the side of the South in
the Civil War. He lists on one page some
of his sources.

Major Collier lauds the Capitol Guards
as "one of the finest military units ever
in American Service." He points out that
they "were first in at Shiloh and last out.
Again at Murfreesboro they led the way
in Hardee's smashing charges on the
Union right. In the inferno of Chickamauga the Arkansas Brigade became the
only Confederate unit to break the U. S.
Regulars. They were last out at Tunnel
Hill and rescued the army from disaster
in the classic rear-guard action when last
out at Ringgold Gap. Hardee, the fierce
and indomitable fighter, chose the Arkansas Brigade to be first in over the enemy
barricades at Atlanta and last out in the
debacle at Jonesboro."
Collier is also the author of "They'll Do
to Tie To!"-the story of the 3rd Arkansas C.S.A.

Kagawa of Japan, by Cyril J. Davey,
Abingdon Press, 1960, $2.50
Japan's great Christian benefactor, b~
identifying himself with the poverty he
sought to overcome with Christian love,
was able to accomplish what most politicians can only promise. Although afflicted with bad eyesight -and diseased
lungs, Kagawa became noted throughout
the world as poet, novelist, preacher and
reformer. This is his story.

Living All Your Life, by John A. Redhead, Abingdon Press, 1961, $2
How Can Everybody Be Somebody?
What Does It Mean to Be Converted? How
Can I Be Sure I Am a Ch'ristian? How
Can ' I Learn to Read the Bible?
These are samples of fifteen searching
questions Dr. Redhead discusses in as
many chapters. Here is a source book for
insight and inspiration, · for an under
standing of Christian principles as applied to day-by-day situations.

The Context of Decision, by Gordon D
Kaufman, Abingdon, 1961, $2.50
This brief treatment of the theologica
foundations of the Chl'istian ethic is base
upon the annual Menno Simons Lecture
given by the au.thor at Bethel Colleg ·
(Kansas) in 1959. It deals wi1;h the na
ture of Christian ethics, God and man, th
Church and the world, the individual dis
ciple, and the proble~ of decision. ·•
Page Five
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Strength of America
WHAT is the strength of .America? What a-re the secrets of our nation's power? Wherein lie the resources which guarantee the per.petuity
of the American way of life? The agriculturalist would have you believe
th~H America's strength lies in its soil. The merchant mayhap would say
that a nation's power rests in its commerce. The manufacturer may assert that it is in technology, in machinery, and in the skilled labor to opei·ate plants to produce manufactured products. The politician may assume
that a nation's strength is in statecraft.
But America's real strength is in the character of its people, in the
moral and spiritual fiber and ties which root in the home. For "the hand
that rocks the cradle" is still greater than th'e one "that wields the
scepter."
- Adapted from Baptist New M exica;n
\

7amett

.

The Mustard Seed
THIS is the smallest' of all seeds, yet from it grows a large bush
in which "the birds of the air build their nests."
So in life, the little service often turns out to be a big one, both for
him who receives and him who gives. All who dedicate themselves to
service to others often receive the reward of happiness and fellowship.
Whether a word, a deed, encouragement, a smile or cash is given, it
may mean much to the receiver and far more to the giver.-The Right
Hand

English merchant once
visited an old friend in Africa.
His first initiation into the customs of that strange land came
in the fot·m of an invitation to a
lion hunt. Although his fancy
turned to less. exciting pursuits,
the Englishman agreed lest he ·
'o ffend his friend.
From the time he left the safety of civilization, the merchant
. was restless, looking frequently
behind him lest some calamity be
upon him unawares. The first
night was rendered completely
devoid of rest by the wild cries of
the jungle night. Determined to
hide his fear the Englishman put
forth his boldest lront.
Shortly after breaking camp
the hunters came _u pon the unmistakable tracks of a lion. The
veteran hunter was elated, fire
flashed in his eyes and he .
shouted, "Let's go get him! That
must be the largest lion· in the
jungle, judging from his tracks."

Living Without Being Alive

Only a -little the less agitated,
though quite in an opposite manner, the newly initiated nimrod
replied, "Tell you what let's doyou go that way and see where
he's going and I'll go this way
and find out where he's been!"

WAS tired in the head and in the spirit. Now I think it _came partly
from never being alone, because in the world in.~which I lived nobody ever
seemed to want to be alone. They seemed to have a t€rror of it. They all
wanted to lunch together, or play golf together, or go to the country club
or women's clubs together, or meet in the hotel bar or in the corner drugstore to kill time over the pinball machines. On their tombstone will be
written, "He lived without ever being alive. Nothing ever happened to
him."-Louis Bromfield in Leaves From a Spiritual Notebook by Thomas
·
S. Kepler, Abingdon Press

Fear usually works like that in
matters of the religious life, too.
Faith points to the front and demands that the challenges seen
there be met with courage. Fear
looks about ~md becomes satisfied with things as they are. It
seeks a manner of saving face in
some inoffensive activity ..•

I

_,

Do-G ooders Destroy ·Freed om ·

- Charles Frank Pitts,
Blytheville

·

THE GOALS of freedom have often been 'lost and the players dismisse-d from -the possibility of a return match in the -great game of selfgovernment through the efforts of so-called do-gooders with their p'lims
to have. the government compulsorily take care 0f the results of the lack
of individual self-discipline. Continuously relieving healthy and fullgrown people of the consequences of their own actions builds neither good
character nor strength. It weakens people a:nd destroys govern~ents.

A nd it must follow~ as, the-night the
da_y,

- The Righ't Hand

- William Shakespeare
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This above all: to thine own self be
true~ -

Thou canst' not then be false to any
man.
~ ~ J~ A ~

s ~ s ' !' A ~.! I s T

-John C. Taylor, Associafe Editor, The
lll inoi:; BcttJt·is't, Carbondale, Ill.

Letters
(Continued fl' om Page 5)
t hat each messenger would have his ballot in hand at the time for use. Such weakness in any pl:j.n to provide official ba llots
you have noted in your· e ditorial.
Your irr~plication that messengers may
fill "out two or more ballots" or that
those who are not entitled to vote have
done so, I beli eve is most unfortunate, as
is a lso what you say about "CoJ)ventjon
attenders who are not messenger s and who
might be more political minded than conscientious." Thesf.'! statements do not at
a ll conform with my estimate of the wo nder fu l Clwi.stians who compose the a-nnual
meetings of the Southern Baptist Qonventio11. On the basis of -25 years in their
f ellowship, I do not believe there is a ny
basis in fact for your implications. I
believe sincerely in the honesty of the messenger s, of the appointed tellers, and of
the othe1· Baptists who freely attend the
.sessions.-Joe W. Burton, Secretary,
Southern Baptist Convention, N ashville

REPLY: Thanks. I had not nwant to
i1nply t hat non-Clwist-ians have been JJartic·ipatJt:·u g· ·in Bapt-ist elections. I have
been attend·i ng SouthM'1t Bapt·ist Con·ventions a long t·ime ?nyself, and have had
some might·y clos e fellowshiJJ with f ellow
Bapt·i sts in c?·owded halls without hctv·i ng
my pu.'I'Se s·Juttclwd. But w hy shouldn't
Clwist-ians conduct the·i·J· busvness, incl·udi:Jig denominat-i onal elections, on a bttsinesslike btjsis? You will be inte?·estecl to
know· t hat at least five ?'ep?·esentat-ives of
thctt many diffe?·ent dai ly newspape?'S cove?·ing the St. Lou-is Convent·ion asked fo?'
ex planat·ions as to w hy the talleys we1·e
not available in the p?·esiclential election.
They a?·e being sent ?na?!f>ed copies of
yotw lette1·.-ELM
I . WAS interested in your editor ial on
the matter of the ballots. We have been
giving conside1·ation for seve1·a! yea1·s to
a proposal that official ballots be given
to the individual messengers when they
regi ster and requil'ing that these ballots
be used in a ll votes which are taken by
b«llot. I a m ha ppy to have yo ur comment
on this.- Porter Routh, Executive Secretary, Executive Committee, Southen1
Baptist Convention, Nashville
·
THANK you for your excellent editorial, ''What We Can't Know Can't Hurt
Us."
In the p1·ess room at the convention I
noticed three fine newsmen from Kentucky, Washington and Houston who
r ightfl.Jlly resented the withholding the
election count from the press.
The Baptist people have a right to
!\now, l believe. Freedom depends so
much upon freedom of information, good
or bad. Of co urse t he reason to withhold
lhe actual coun t, I atil told, is to save
cmbana ssment to nominees. I sincerely
beli eve that freedom of infonnatiol'J is
much )noreimportant than saving mature· ·
men from p-r esupposed eni.bah·assmeii( ·
You said it much better in your editorial, but I'm gla d a -Bii);:ptist came out
with tlfc gr'eat Baptist position-freedom.

J un

e 2i '
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Correction, Please!
THIS week's A1·lcansas Baptist reports
as having the following statistics for
June 4: 419 in Sunday School; 168 in
Training Union and 22 additions. The
attendance figures are correct but we had
half the figure of additions as was listed.
There were 2! We don't want folks
around here to think that a needed revival
is underway so I'd appreciate the correction.- Robert A. Parker, Pastor, Cullencla le First Church, Camden
).IS

FrQm Gre(J.t Bri~ain
MANY thanks for your most welcome
letter. So glad to know that you have retumed safely to your desk and that you
had such an encouraging crusade in Scotla nd and so enjoyable a tour through
Europe and the Holy Land.
It was a great pleasure to the officers
of the London Baptist Association to be
a ble to r eceive you all,. through the kindness of our treasurer, Sir Cyril Black, at
<the House of ·Commons. It has been my
privilege to attend a number of functions
in that auspicious place but ·none have I
enjoyed more than that paTticular occasion.
The final dinner at your hotel was a
splendid w1nd-up for you all and a n especial joy to me, for it enabled me to
see and speak with so many folks whom I
had met while in your country. Your
paper is a 'live' pap·e r to me now for I
recognise so ma ny names of people a~cl
places and I am veJ.'Y g rateful for the
cop ies I receive, keeping· me up-to-date
with Arkansas Baptist affai-rs.
You know that J:?r. J;lilly Gmham is in
Ma nchest er at the mome nt conducting·
a crusade. I hear that the first week exceeded all expectations despite the absence of Dr. Gr~ham and in face of wind,
-rain and cold in an open stadium! From
toni ght land-line relays a r e being received a ll over the· country a nd I have my
Church here wh·ecl :for the purpose. We
shall be r eceiving the Manchester crusade
live foJ; nine nights, a nd we are hoping
for great results.
How I wish some of your warmth could
be sent ove1; her e ! We get one day well
in the seventies a nd then shiver for many
clays waiting for the next high! I love
the heat and would travel a nywhere ·to
get it if I could. Strange, when I have
always lived in England with its unp redictable climate. ·
With all good wishes and greetings in
Christ to al.l concerned.-A. •E. Willmott,
Kin,gsley House, Lynton Ave., Ealing,
W. 13, London, England

COUNSELOR'S CORZVER

By DR. R. LOFTON HUDSON
(Author of the book, "Sir I Have
A Problem," at your Baptist Book
Store.)

~

Eating Por·k
QUESTION: Recently I heard
that eating pork was a sin. On
looking t his up in my Bible dict ionary I found
that in the Old
Testament the. pig
was considered
unclean and forbidden to be
eaten. What is
your opinion on
this?
ANSWER:
DR. HUDSON
Your question reminds me of the question put to a
Jewish-Christian friend of mine.
He was asked if you could ·eat ham
and go to heaven'. His reply was,
"Yes, and the more you eat the
quicker you will get there." But
he had never learned to like ham.
Seriously, eating pork was a sin
in the Old Testament days. This
may have been · because of the
presence of certain germs in hog
meat in that part of the world in
that day.
But have you never read the
added revelation in the New Testament? God revealed to Simon
Peter that "What God hath
cleansed, that call not thou unclean" (Acts 10 :15). Peter concluded that God had changed hi:;;
ruling abo ut segregation of Jews
and . Gentiles, and about Ul1clean
foods. In Acts 15 the Christians,
went f urther and set aside the
legalist'ic parts ·of the Old Testament, including circumcision.

I have read many modern attempts to saddle Old Testament
rituals and r ules on Christians, but
TH ANK you for yolll' letter of the 31st
ultimo whi ch I _vv,as delighted to receive. t her e iR no l'eason to apply either
I can ass ure you that the .Ba.ptists of
Old Testament diet r ules or divorce
Londo n were delighted to have this contact with .the..recerit .:pal'ty- wh-ich visited -·· niles to the sons and daughter::;
this Count-ry: :(r_qnj ~meJirca to conquct - of grace.
evl:l-ng.eiist!_,c · .c<ttl1paigns .· 1n .Scptland, ~ I .
vei:y muc}) _liopidhat .w~ . sha ll meet agai11 · · (Address all questions to Dr.
before· ·'t ou · lon g."'--Sir Cyril Black,' 14, H.udson, 116 West 47th Street,
Cr omwell Plac~; South Kensington, LonKansas City 1~, Missouri) •
don, S. W. 7· •
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Arkansas All O v e r - - - - - - - - - - - Coronation Services at First ChLJ.rch, Hope

SIXTY-six participated in the Girls' Auxiliary Coronation Service May 14 at First Church, Hope. There
were 12 queens (l. to r.): Betty Monroe, Susan Turne1·, Martha McLelland, Mary Beth Allen, Susan Cook,
Jacque Fielding, Carolyn Hatfield, Donna Taylor, Carol Ann Taylor, Dianne Purtle, Diane Ellis and (not pictured) Sherrye Moore.
Others progressing through the For:»ard Steps were Maidens Patsy Hatfield, Pam Butler, Judy Robertson, Opal Kinsey, Pam Thompson, Ruby Thompson, Darla James, Susan McCain, Jan Herring, Debbie Watson
and Junanne Reynolds; Ladies in Waiting Linda Luck, Glenda Thompson, Donna Thompson, Marla Jones and
Peggy McC01·kle, and Princesses Cynthia Trout, Charto,tte Moore and Ellen Turner.
'M1·s. Charles F. Reynerson is G. A. director assisted by Mrs. John McClanahan and Mrs. Homer Beyerley.
D1·~ John H. McClanahan is pastor. •

Special $peakers
Scheduled at Benton

Newport Groundbreaking

On Sunday morning, July 2,
Jimmy Karam will fill the pulpit
in the absence of the pastor. Mr.
'Karam is a recent convert of the
ministry of Jmmanuel Church, Little Rock, and has spoken in over
300 churches.

SOUTHSIDE M i s s i o n, sponsored by First Church, Newport, is
soon to occupy a · new building,
groundbreaking for ·which was
held on Easter Sunday. Taking
part in the groundbreaking were
Ed F. McDonald, III, first pastor
of the mission; Ed F. McDonald,
Jr., pastor of the sponsoring
cl}urch, and James E. Taylor, associate pastor, and Howard Dalrymple, mission superi~tendent.
The mission has a Sunday School
enrollment of more than 100. •

Coming July 16-23 to- Highla,nd
· Heights for revival services will be
Rev. Jimmy Watson, pastor of
First Church, Amity. Lynn Chapman will l;>e in charge of music.
Dewey H. Greene is pastor. •

FIRST Church, Carlisle, had a
vacation Bible school enrollment
of 102 with an average attendance
of .93.

HIGHLAND Heights Church,
Benton, will have as guest speakers for Sunday, June 25, Dr. and
Mrs. John Abernathy, long service
missionaries for Southern Baptists
in China.
I
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Drama Course Offered
At Little Rock Center
ARKANSAS Arts Center, Little
Rock, has announced a summer
course in drama.
Purpose of the course is "to acquaint chairmen of theater groups
in churches and other organizations
with problems of selection, organization, and production, and also to
encourage the development of a layman group w.hich will sponsor
drama in churches.
Teacher of the course will be
Joseph N. Carner, who formerly
taught drama at Chicago Arts ,Institute and at Yale University
School of Drama. Applications for
enrollment should be made directly
to Arkansas Arts Center, Department of Education, Little Rock,
telephone FRanklin 4-9116. •
ARKANSAS BAPTIST

Thomas_ Urrey Promoted

Gravel Ridge First Church G.A.'s

THOMAS Urrey, a native of
Camden, teaching fellow in New
Testament at Southwestern Semi, nary, Ft. Worth,
has been named
contract teacher
in New T e s t a men t, effective
Aug. 1. He received the bachelor of arts degree
f r o m Ouachita
College in 1956
MR. URREY
and the bachelor
of divinity from Southwestern in
1 1959. Mr. Urrey ·is pastor of the
Postoak Church, Postoak, Tex. •

Deaths
Cherry June. Owens
MISS Cherry June Owen, 17,
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Hugh
Owen, Malvern, died June 10 in a
Little Rock hospital after a brief
illness. She was graduated from
Malvern High School last month.
She was a native of Conway.
Her father is a missionary for
the Central Association. The family formerly lived in Pine Bluff.
Other survivors include two brothers, David Owen and Ben Owen,
Conway. Funeral was conduc~ed in
' First Church, Malvern.

IJames E. Dubois
REV. James E. DuBois, retired
B::tptist minister of Cherry Valley,
died June 11 at his home.

FIRST Church, Gravel Ridge, held its G. A. Coronation May 14 at
7:30P.M. Those completing the maiden step were Jackie A.xman, Jimi
Barcom, Connie Cundiff and Linda McGill.
Those completing the Lady in Waiting step were Carolyn Bruning,
Lauretta Bruning, Susan Burchfield, Linda Gentry and Donna Sue Jones.
Those completing the Princess step were Christy Barcom, Phyllis DeBusk,
Judy Gentry and Patric?a Phillips. Those making the Queen step were
Betty Killian and Linda Marshall.
Pictured (l. tor.) are: Front row: Gary Casteel, Jilleta Jo Harrell
and Mickey Cox; Center row: Lauretta Bruning, Susan Burchfield,
Christy Barcom, Linda Gentry, Donna Sue Jones and Jimi Barcom; Back
row: Phyllis DeBusk, Judy Gentry, Patricia Phillips, Betty Killian, LirJ,da
Marshall, Linda McGill, Carolyn Bruning and Jackie Axman.
The J'unior G. A. Counselor is Mrs. A. W. Cox. Intermediate Counselor is Mrs. C. K. Marshall. Youth ·Director is Mrs. Charles Barcom. ·
Rev. Jack Livingston is pastor. •

Billy Siress Named

Revivals

~ALTER F. Ayers conducted a
He served numbers of rural ' Education Minister
week-end revival meeting in First
BILLY N. Siress, who received
churches in Arkansas, Tennessee,
Church,
London (Ark.) ; 11 deciand Mississippi. He was from. a a Bachelor of Divinity degree last . sions, four by letter, one for bappioneer Baptist family. He attend- month from Southern Seminary, tism, six rededications. He also
will become Minister of Education
ed Carson-Newman College, Union at Pulaski Heights Church, Little conducted a revival at Gravelly; 20
University and Southwestern Rock, July 1. Rev. W. Harold decisions, two professions of faith,
18 rededications. Both churches
Seminary. He was often called to Hicks is pastor.
are
pastorless.
large churches but felt his calling
Siress, 30, a native of Kentucky,
was to serve small rural churches is a graduate of Murray State
KNOXVILLE Church, Knoxand spent his lifetime doing so.
Teachers College, Murray; Ky., ville; Eugene Wright, pastor and
Funeral was June 14, conducted and holds the Master of Religious evangelist for revival June 4-11;
by Dr. Charles F. Pitt, Blytheville, Education degree from Southern eight for baptism and four rededications.
Seminary.
a nephew. •

•

June 22,1961.
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Arkansas All O v e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - DR. W. 0. VAUGHT, Little
Bible Conference Speakers
Rock, will preach at the Associational Brotherhood Fish Fry at
Cabot July 24. Evangelism is the
theme of the meeting~
QUARTERLY hymn sings will
be held July 31 at Cabot, Hazen,
Brownsville and Caney Creek.

Trinity Association
L. D. Eppinette, Missionary
LEONARD Bunch of Nettleton
Station, Jonesboro, has become ·
pastor of the Lebanon Church.

.
DR. CLYDE T. FmnC'isco nnd D1·. J esse No1·thcutt will be
DR. FRANCISCO

CALVARY Church, Harrisburg,
pastor Charles Carey, has received
.a donation of new pews costing
more than $1,300.

DR. NORTHCUTT

[eCht~wecl

11te1nb e1·s of the faculty jo1· the Bib.le Con.fe1·ence at Ouachit'a College, h~ly24-28. Dr. Fnmcisco is 1n·o.fesso1· of Olcl Testament at So~dhern Se1ninn1·y,
LoL~isville , Ky., ancl D-r. No1 ·thcutt is p1·ofesso1" of New Testament at
Sonthwestent S em·i1'w1·y, Ft. Wo1·th, Tex. Total cost for the week, incl~~cl
ing boanl ancl1·oom, will be $8. •

early 1940's. Before that, records
show that a small shelf of books
and Bibles were set aside in the
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (BSSB)- · office of the Arkansas Baptist
A new location for the Baptist state paper as early . as 1901.
Book Store, now at 303 West CapiThen the store was located at
tol Ave., Little Rock, has been an- 124 E. Fourth and stayed there
nounced by the Baptist Sunday until 1912, when Baptist state
School Board, owners and opera- headquarter~ moved to what is
tors of the store.
now the Waldon Building, at SevA 20-year lease has been signed enth and Main. From this location
by ihe Board with the owners,. the sto~·e moved to 716 Main Street
Soltz Machinery and Supply Com- in 1932, and from there to its prespany, of Pine Bluff, for the build- ent location.
ing at 408 Sp'l:ing Street, Little
The store is one of 47 Baptist
Rock.
Book Stores owned and operated
The building will be remodeled by the Baptist Sunday School
to care for the needs of the book B.oar.d for providing religious mastore.
terials to Southern Baptist churchThe store expects to move to its es. It serves 1,162 churches in
new location in early fall.
Arkansas. Richard 0. Sellars has
The Baptist Book Store has been been manager of the store since
at- its present location since the Aprill. •

Little Rock Store
To Have New Location

TRUMANN Chutch · is constructing a new home for its pastor,
scheduled for completion by the
end of the summer. The ' pastor's
old home ;wili be converted into Sunday School rooms.

Central Association
By Hugh Owen
BOB Bacon was ordained to the
Gospel ministry, June 4, at Third
Church, Malvern. Bob is pastor
of the Gilead Church, Malvern,
and a senior at Ouachita College.
Elsworth Woodall served as mod- ,
erator, and James Heard ·as clerk.
Hugh Owen led the questioning;
H. H. Ashcraft presented the
Bible; W. J. Brumley led the ord!lining prayer; Harold Presley
gave the charge; Graham Fowler
brought the message, and George
Crowder led the closing prayer.
PINEY Church is air-condition- ·
ing its auditorium. Oscar Golden
is pastor.

Caroline Association

months.

LAKE Hamilton Church had a
youth retreat at Lonsdale May 5-6.
Ther e were about 30 present. Their
progr am center ed around i he
theme, "Youth Ser ving the Lord ."

J. M. James, Supt. of Missions
DARRELL Black, pastor of Toltec Church, hopes to move his family into the new home being erected by · the church within . three

WENDELL Ross, who has been
pastor of the Brownsville Church,
became pastor of the Mt. Carmel
Church June 11.

HIGHLAND Heights Church
has recently air -conditioned its
auditorium. It has called Lynn
Chapman, Ouachita student, as
music director.

Association News----'----- -- - - --
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Concord Association

By Jay W. C. Moore
OAK Cliff Church observed its ·
first annive'r sary on a recent Sunday by entering it's second building. The building 36 x 108 feet,
has been designed to care for five
nursery suites, and beginner and
primary departments. The building will also contain a temporary
kitchen and dining areas.
During the year 98 members
were received by letter, other than
. the 16 charter members; one by
statement, and 41 by baptism, a
· total addition of 140 for the year.
The church now has property
valued at $100,000, Bruce McNeil,
treasurer stated.
Dr. C. W. Caldwell, secretary of
missions for the Arkansas Baptist
State Convention, was the featured
speaker at the morning service.
Murl Walker is the pastor.
CHARLES Graves, pastor of
First Church, Van Buren, will be
the camp pastor for the second annual summer assembly, August
14-19, . at K i am i c h i Assembly
grounds near Talihina, Okla.
The assembly registered 347 last
year.
Dr. Andrew Setliff, minister of
~ducation for Grand Avenue
Church, is chairman of the program committee.
J. N. McFADDEN, minister of
music in First Church, Lyman,
S.C., will direct ·a 600-voice choir
·iuring the Autery Area Evangelistic Campaign in · Grizzley Stadium, Ft. Smith, July 9-23. The
stadium is located behind the senior high school, on Rogers A venue
at State Highway 22_.
Dr. Carlile Brooks, of Florida,
will arrive in Fort Smith Jiuly 2
to train and direct a large group
of men and women who will visit
and . d0 personal work in homes
and in the stadium.
· BLOOMER Church enrolled 55
in the vacation school t)le first
week ·in June. Mrs. Maxie Moore
was the principal of the school.
Irving Crossland is in his second
u.n e 2 2 , 1 9 6 I ·

From· This . .

~

To This, in

MEETING under the tent (top) a year ago, Oak Cliff Church, Fort
16 char~er members. They now have the two brick
buildings shown here, the latest of which, ~n foreground, was occupied
Sunday, June 11.

Smith,(!!._[Jaty,j_zecJ. J!.!i~h

year as pastor.,
.recent vacation school. Mrs. Maxie
RATCLIFF Church, J a m e s Moore of Ft. Smith served as
Simons, pastor! enrolled 35 in their principal of the school.
P a g e EI e

v e n.

Federal Loans for Texas Baptist Institutions
Would Not Be Permitted Under ~ew Policy

'"';,!J.tfZgt;;,lf~J}kfi){~fllfJJf''"' ,

:::s~::f: ~riter
0

Bapti:y

DALLAS ('i:#)"~Texas B&ptist colleges and universities were told here to stop borrowing money from
the federal government in a comprehensive statement
interpreting specific church-state separation issues
ranging from the postal privileges to direct grants.
Government loans, ruled the 191-member Texa.s
Baptist executive board, violate moral, spiritual and
constitutional aspects of the church-state separation ·
principle.
·
The action marks an ·abrupt change in policy for
the Baptist General Convention of Texas and deals a
severe blow to building plans for nine Texas Baptist
schools.
Ten resolutions adopted by the Texas board opposed outright government grants or direct aid to religious institutions, and government surplus property
offered to religious groups at a reduced rate.
In interpreting application of the principle, the
board said that it did not consider as a violation of
church-state separation (1) loans or grants to college
students, (2) research gra11ts in which the government contracts for the services of individuals on the
staffs of religious organizations, (3) reduced postal
rates for church groups, (4) tax exemptions for
'c hurch contributions, (5) property made available at
its actual valuation through urban renewal programs,
(6) government reimbursement for hospital · tre.a tment, and (7) government employment of chaplains
in the armed service.

-

,,.,£0~®f:f~J\{fi!ll~i_@l~1t'"''

Some board members warned that the result
would be either boosting room and board rates so high
that students couldn't afford to pay them, or completely stopping any further dormitory construction
at Texas Baptist schools.
Colleges Need Millions

A

SURVEY conducted by the Texas Baptist Chdstian Education Commission revealed that within the
next four years, Baptist colleges will need to construct
15 new dormitories to house 1,920 students., Total cost 1
of the buildings was estimated at $6 million.
In an impassioned plea before the board, W. A.
Criswell, pastor of First Baptist Church, pallas, said
that the Baptists of Texas must plug the financial gap
and assume a moral obligation to make up the losses
the institutions would sustain without government
loans.
"It would be a tragedy," said Criswell, "to pass
this resolution and then sit back and tell our schools,
'you can sink or swim now, we've had our say.'" Criswell said he thought the resolution would do more to
boost the morale of the Baptists in Texas to provide
the money for Baptist schools than any other thing in
the denomination's history.
A special 13-merriber church-state relations committee made the recommendation to adopt the ten ·resolutions after an exhaustive two-year study of the principle and actual involvement of Baptist institutions
with the federal government.
The committee reported that since 1953, four BapAction Next November
tist colleges (Baylor Uuiversity, Waco, Tex.; Hardin[
FINAL ACTION on the ten resolutions ~ill be taken - Simmons University, Abilene, Tex.; Howard Payne
by the Baptist General Convention of Texas meeting College, Brownwood, Tex.; and the University of Corpus Christi) had accepted 11 loans for building conin Austin, Nov. 7-10.
Only the question of whether government loans struction from the Housing and Home Finance Agenviolated the church-state separation principle drew cy. The loans totaled $9,506,000.
lengthy debate. ·
·
Virginia Baptists Act
Some board members felt no federal subsidy was
involved since the schools, in 1959 for example, paid
AT LEAST one other state convention, the Baptist
3.18 per cent interest on government loans, and the General Association of Virginia, has passed a resolugovernment was paying 2.78 interest on the' national tion opposing government loans. Virginia Baptists
debt that year. The government, they said, was ac- . adopted a recommendation Nov. 23, 1960, stating "that
tually making money on the loans.
Baptist institutions and agencies secure needed loans
Others argued, however, that if the government from other than government sources.''
..
Baptists were largely responsible for amending
had to borrow the money in the open market, it would
have paid an interest rate of about 4.46 per cent, and the Hill-Burton ,Aat in 1958 to stop federal grants to
that the difference between 3.18 and 4.46 per cent con- religious groups building hospitals, substitutirig loans
instead of grants. The so-called "Baptist ainendm.ent"
stitute::; a subsidy.
Most of the arguments against c4tting off the to the act was motivated, say niost Baptists, not by a
govemment loans stemmed from wamings that with- desire to get loans for their hospitals, but to stop unout the loans, enrollments in Baptist schools might be· constitutional direct aid to Catholic hospitals.
In its reso!ution concerning postal privileges, the
frozen.
Without 40-year government loans, the schools Texas executive board stated that "until there is a
would have to finance their buildings with 20-year general overhaul in the postal system of the United
States ... there is no practical way to ·auev.i~te the
commercial loans at a . higher interest rate. ·
Pa g e Twelve .
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government subsidy
this field. While there is a
technical violation of the principle of church and state
by the acceptance in use of a non-profit second class
mailing permit, nevertheless, the violation in this regard is more apparent than real."
In explaining its resolution, the church-state
committee said that even if the denomination were to
mail everything at first-class rates, they still could not
say that some portion of the services were not at the
expense of the government since the entire system oprates at a deficit.
·
The committee also said that tax deductions for
religious gifts are interpreted as privileges rather than
support, but added that unrelated business income of
religious organizations should be taxed.
"In the cases of exemption of religious properties
from local taxation, it is suggested that voluntary fees
be paid to local government~ for police and fire . pro-

tection in order to keep the religious organization
from being a burden on the taxpayers," said the committee in its report. The statements were not a part
of the actual resolutions, however.
The resolution approving research grants to individuals on the staffs of Baptist institutions stipulated. that no such grant should be used for the construction of buiidings or purchase of lands, and "respectfully requested" that the Health, Education and
Welfare Agency of the government change the name
of the agreements from reseaJ.•ch "grants" to "contracts."
The 13-member church-state relations committee
was dissolved by the executive board after its reporl,
but the board recommended that the state's 25member survey committee continue to study churchstate relations and the application of' its interpretation. •

Fight Communism
By Dropping Racism
RIDGECREST, N. C. - "The
threat of complacency is as great
as the threat of Communism," more
than 1,500 young people were
warned during the 35th annual
Southern Baptist Student Retreat
here.
Robert S. Denny, associate secretary of the Baptist World Alliance, continued:
"I believe this generation will
rise to the challenge and meet the
threats which are hurled at Chris. tianity today; .namely, complacency and Communism .... ·Thus,_the
prophecy that Communism will
take the world in 20 years will not
come about because this generation
'\.viii l'ise to see that it doesn't."
H. Jack Flanders, professor of
Bible at Furman University, Greenville, S. C., issued this statement
about Communism: t'You and I can
make a beginning in the fight
against Communism by removing
the fragmentations around us by
removal of race or color.
"Communism is perhaps the
most amazing missionary endeavor
since J ezebel herself," he declared.
"Christianity holds no hope for a
utopia on this earth as wrapped up
in a social plot or scheme."
Knoxville; Tenn., p r of e s s o r
Gein;ge K. Schweitzer appealed to
t:>tudents to seek to understand
non-Christian faiths. "Out of the
need to which they appeal, the
church must speak to' the hungry,"
the chemistry professor at the University of Tennessee said. •
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CHURCH AND STATE
BY E. S. JAMES, EDITOR
Baptist Standard, Dallas, Texas
[Delivered at the Southern Baptist Convention, St. Louis]

THE subject is Church and State.
t:nities go together. So do democratic churches and
The text is Job 14:7-10. For there is hope of a tree, a dem~cratic state. One might find a river without
if it be cut down, that it will sprout again, and that the any water. There may be deserts without sand dunes.
tender branch thereof will not cease. Though the root There could be a rose without fragrance. There could
thereof wax old in the earth, and the stock thereof die be a ship with no sea on which to sail. There have been
in the ground, Yet tht·ough the scent of water it will kings without thrones and mothers without children.
bud and bring forth boughs like a plant, but man dieth But since time began there has never been a free state
and wq,steth away.
without free churches, and there has never been freeThe application of the text to the subject is that dom of religion without freedom of government.
man's body dies and rises no more until the resurrecA. CONCLUSION. On the basis of these facts
[ion morning; but great principles, like trees, may we must conclude that church and state go together,
seem to be dead and then rise again to bless humanity. but that they must travel apart if either is to go very
One of them is the principle of a free church in a free far. They are parallel lines, and such lines never meet.
state.
If perchance someone bends one of them they may conThe thesis of this message is that both government verge, but at that point the journey ends for both of
and the Christian religion are ordained of God. To them. I walk on two feet, and 'I might hop a little diseach there is assigned by the Scriptures a definite re- . tance on either of tfiem alone; but so long as I have the
sponsibility. Both are essentiaffor the common good two, each of them must stay away from the other.
of God's creatures.
Whenever they get tangled the whole body falls.
This is illustrated by the two Americas. The peoFOUR SIMILARITIES: Although religion and ple in South America are as intelligent as we. Their
government are distinctly different there are at least soil is as fertile. Their harbors are as deep. Their air
four similarities. Both are intended for all men. Both is just as pure, and their minerals are just as precious.
are responsible for human welfare. Each is necessary Yet that continent has long depended on ours for supto human peace and progress, and each must answer port. Why? The answer is simple. The colonizers
ultimately to the Judge of the whole earth.
there came with a closed Bible and united church and
EIGHT DIFFERENCES: Regardless of their state. Colonizers who came here brought open Bibles
roximity and their similarities there are many dif- and found therein the great principle which separates
church and state.
erences.
1. Government is for the regulation of anyone.
Christianity is for the evangelization of everyone.
2. Government controls society. Christianity II. Government and Religion are as Old as Man
hanges it.
FROM the beginning man has had some kind. of
3. The strength of government rests upon police
government
and some kind of a religion. Utilizing .both
ower. That of our religion rests upon preaching
for the pagans. They simply deified
posed
no
problem
ower.
their
rulers
and
worshipped
them. It was no great
4. Government is concerned with the administraproblem
for
the
Jews.
To
most
of them government
tion of law. Our religion is concerned with the inspiraand
their
religion
were
synonymous
terms. They made
tion of love.
little
distinction
between
the
laws
of
worship and the
5. The ultimate weapon of government is fear of
laws
of
human
control.
Among
the
ancients
the Greeks
incarceration. The appeal of Christianity is faith in
nearest
to
complete
separation
of
religion
and
catne
"nspiration. 1
government,
but
even
those
intellectuals
failed.
6. Government rests on legislation. Christian
JESUS AND A NEW CONCEPT OF FREErogress depends on indoctrination.
7. Government has the power of compulsion. DOM: It was not until the Savior came to earth that
men learned the meaning of cooperation and separation
ur religion has only the appeal for cooperation.
8. Government is often based on a compromise of between the two. He-talked so much about freedom. He
deas. Christianity is conformity to Scripturaf ideals. taught men the meaning of freedom in the soul. ~'If
the Son shall make you free, then are ye free indeed."
He illustrated it by telling the Jews that their claim
• So, Political Freedom and Religious Liberty
of freedom was wrong on two counts. They were not
Go Together
a free nation while Roman legions policed the country,
and they were not sons of Abraham so long as they reMANY things by nature belong together. That is fused to believe on the Christ who is the true seed of
rue of a preacher and his Bible. Perils and oppor- the patriarch.

1
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. Him a coin, saying, "Shall we pay tribute to Caesar,
or shall we not?" The answer has been quoted a million
times, but often without understanding. Whatever
else you may make of "Render, therefore, unto Caesar .
the things that are Caesar's and to God the things that
are God's" it is still evident that in that moment our
Lord separated government and the Christian religion
without derogating any government.
He identified them as two entities.
He indicated the importance of each.
He separated the kingdom of man from the Kingdom of God.
He defined and assigned our responsibilities to
both of them.

III. The Tree Which Jesus Planted

1

N THAT moment Jesus planted the seed of a
precious principle, and it sprang up to become a tree
which has never died. Through long periods it has
seemed to be dead, but in different ages it has revived
a little and shown signs of life. It is quite interesting
to look back at the history of this tree.
For 30 years it grew beautifully and became a
covert for. the disciples who went everywhere preachii1g the Gospel. Governments seldom interje1 ·ed with
them except in Palestine. Most of their trouble came
from scattered Jews who were too zealous for the.i r
own type of religion.
For the next _300 years the Ca~sars ai'ld other
rulers assaulted this tre~ ~nd s~ared It to .the ground .
Every movement of Chnstlans 111 that penod was proscribed, and multitudes of them died ~s martyrs.
. Then came t~e professec~ conversiOn of Cons tantme, and he marned the nommal churches to the gove~nmen.t of his empire. For 200 y~ars this ev~l alliance
of a umted church and state contmued, and It gave to
the world two· beasts for its children. O~e of them had
_ . seven h~ads, and the other h~d two I:orns .. The latter
looked hke a lamb, but when It spoke Its VOICft revealed
that it w~s a. devil.
.
.
In the SI~th ~entury this two-horned beast w~I~h
was the combmatwn of church m~d state s~w one of Its
horns outgrow the _ot.her, and this horn of the papacy
took o.ver b~th religiOn and government. For 1,000
years It dom111ated the !5overnments of. most m~n and
brought on the earth Its darkest penod of history.
There were many of the faithful who, under one name
ar another, tried to revive the tree which to them
seemed to be dead forever. Ultimately, there came men
like Russ, Zwingli, Calvi.n and Luther to lead in the
great Reformation.
'
After more than 1,400 years the tree sprouted
again, and the g 1~een leaves began to appear, but it did
not last for long. Presently these new Protestant
churches became just as domineering as Rome had ever
been and now the churches (not the church so-called)
reig~ed over the states.
Many fled to America seeking religious and political freedom, but here the dominant churches took
over the governments,' too. In New England it was
mostly the Congregationalist. In Virginia it was the
Church of England. In Maryland it was Catholicism,
June
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But after abdut 100 years this religious tyranny met
its nemesis in a Baptist preacher by the name of Roger
Williams.
In little Rhode Island he established a colony and
organized a Baptist church in 1539. A government was
established, but every person in the colony was left
fre'e to worship God or not to ·worship Him. Almost
overnight the tree which Jesus planted grew out of the
roots and became a tremendous shade for freedom
lovers. They came from everywhere and then went out
into other colonies to tell of this new-found freedom
for the soul. Here for the first time in all history the
tree bloomed. For the first time church and state were
made absolutely separate.
We will not forget that it came about through a
Baptfst preacher and a Baptist church. There are
others who claim credit for this, but docum.e nted history refutes their claim. At a recent meeting of the
National Convention of the Congregational-Christian
· group the president of the body extoled the virtues of
separation of church and state. Then he stopped to
say: "We Congregationalists cannot take credit fori~.
·our forefathers fought . it with all their might, and
Baptists badgered them into accepting it."
The next 150 years saw a struggle for growth of
the tree. As Baptists went everywhere organizing
little churches and preaching this New Testament
principle they were persecuted severely. As the tree
reached its beneficient limbs out to others it was met
at the colony line with blowtorches, but it continued
'to grow. Through men like Isaac Backus the Baptists
. won the day for religious freedom in most of the
colonies. Then came the day when Virginia was in a
position to block the adoption of the new constitution.
Baptists had grown strong there by now, and one man,
John Leland could lead the Virginia colony to accept.
He promised' James Madison his support for the constitution if Madison would guarantee that the first
amendment to it would provide for religious freedom
and separation of church and state. Thus, ~we ha.ve in
that amendment these precious words: "Congress shall
make no law respecting an establishment of religion
. nor prohibiting the free exercise thereof."
At long last the principle enunciated so clearJy .Uy
our Lord had been made a part of the constitution of
a great nation; and it was made possible by the endless
and. sacrificial efforts of Baptists.
·
..
..
.. ·
. .
The .next 150 years w.ere the most glor.wu~ 111 recorded histo~y. Un?er thJs amended co?stJ~ut10n the
state was left free 111 the re.alms of legislatiOn, taxation, and regulatio~ of societ~. The churches w~re
made free to orgamze, evangelize,. and pro'pag~n?Ize.
They were now f~ee to educate, agitate. and assimilate
so long .as they did not abrogate the nght~ ~f others.
T~e ~atwn grew, and the churc~es of many f~Iths grew
with It. The great tree spread Its ?ranches from ocean
to ocean and from Canada to Mex1co.
Americ~, in the eyes of others, had bec~me the
next best thmg to H~aven. Our ~o?roe ?octnne was
respected by all natiOns. Our misswnanes were wei.corned. Our charities were accepted. Our strength
was appropriated. All nations looked to us, and no
people dared to insult us.P a _g e F if tee n

IV. Then Something Bad Happenea to Us
ABoUT 30 years ago something t~rrible happened
to the tranquility of this great nation. Six invisible
·
foes attacked it at one time. ·
Communism became an abiding threat on the
outside.
Socialism began eroding on the inside.
Secularism entered the front door.
Atheism slipped in from the back porch.
Modernism assaulted the churches.
Roman clericalism laid siege to this tree.

V. The Plan of Conquest Was No Secret
RoMANISM'S plan was not derived from the
minds of the people. It is the product of the hierarchy,
and they have never tried to keep it secret. They saw
the old world slipping from their grasp and decided
that here in America their Armageddon would be
fought to a finish. Anyone could have known it was
coming if he had cared to look. George Washington
knew it. So did Jefferson, Madison, Lincoln and
others. · It is an open book, but we refuse to read it.
The plan to destroy separation of church and
state, as we have had it, was always evident in her
practices. Did she not separate herself from us-Her

children must have separate education. Her church is
the sole depository of revealed truth. Even in the
cemetery her people must be buried apart from all
others. Perhaps they don't want to be bothered with us
in the morning of the resurrection. Her constant invitation to all other churchmen to come back home to
the Catholic Church reveals her concept of religion.
How can we come back to some place where we have
never been?
The hierarchy's preachments warned us that it
would never agree to our separated system any longer
than necessary. It has been published in plain language that separation of church and state is to be accepted by Catholics where it is necessary, BUT that it
will be accepted only as an expedient until the situation
can be changed to fit her pattern.
Her persecution in other countries reveals her intentions here. She proudly claims that the church is
th~ same over all the world and from century to century. Therefore, the church that persecutes Baptists
in Spain and Columbia will persecute us in America if
she ever gains mastery of the government.
[Next week, in the conclusion of this address, Dr.
James will elaborate on the Catholic strategy aimed at
destroytng the wall between church and state and will
deal fearlessly with the need for Baptists to clear their
own skirts on the-church-state issue.-ELM]

1842 they established a Missionary
Society, Tract Society, and- Publishing House. There have been
~ tl~t ',¥u~
. ·.
two colleges under their direction.
By BERNES K. SELPH, Th.D.
Pastor, 1st Bapt1st Church, Benton
Their observance of the Jewish
Sab,bath is their main difference
with other Baptists. This question
Seventh-Day Baptists
WHEN MR. Duncan, member · first arose among English Baptists
of the Baptist Church, Piscataqua, about 1650. It plagued a number
New Jersey, admonished a neigh- of churches in early American life.
bor for working
Among the queries sent to the
on the Sabbath, Philadelphia Association in 1724
he was asked to was one concerning the fourth
prove its holiness. commandment. Was it to . be
Accepting this · changed, altered, or diminished?
challenge They found the answer in the ConMr. Duncan be- fession of Faith of 1689. In it the
gan a study which Lord's ·Day - the first day of the
resulted in h i s week - was declared to be the
adopting Sabba- Christian Sabbath, to be continued
DR. SELPH
tarian V i e W S. to the end of the world, because
About 17 members of the church the observance of the last day of
joined him in organizing a Seventh the week had been abolished.
Day Baptist Church in 17'05. They
Six years later this question still
made him pastor.
troubled the association. T h e
Stephen Mumford, an English churches decided to give full libSabbatarian Baptist, organized a erty to anyone persisting in holding the Jewish Sabbath on conchurch in Newport, Rhode Island, scientious grounds. But those who
in 1671. German Seventh Day withdrew from the church on such
Baptists ·organized a church in grounds and associated themselves
Germantown, Penn., 1728. They with Seventh Day Baptists were
set up a General Conference in to be disowned in as moderate way
1846 which met triennially. In as possible. •
'
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'Tally a P·o sitive'
I

"TALLY one on the positive
side" for American servicemen
overseas, says chief of Army chaplains, Major General Frank A.
·
Tobey.
Hittipg the play on the negative
influence and impression made by
American . servicemen abr·oad by
both secular and ecclesiastical
press, Tobey related incidents
from the "other side of the story."
. "Largely untold is the story of
the good, the beautiful, the charitable lives and deeds of the majority of American servicemen and
their families," Tobey said.
Quoting a member of the interboard committee for Christian
work in Okinawa, the chief of
chaplains cited "consistent giving
to, the scholarship fund . . . for .
training cliurch leaders, support of
the Christian orphanage, financing a water system for a summer
camp, · visitation, donations for
medical . equipment and facilities,
manual labor on buildings and
equipment, and moral support."
Tobey asserts that maybe the
words "~teady" and "quietly" are
the clue to the infrequent publicity
on the lives of this type of military
personnel overseas. (BP).
ARKANSAS BAPTIST
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Ridgecrest Improvements
THE SOUTHERN Baptist assembly grounds at Ridgecrest,
N.C., will welcome 60,000 expected
guests for the 54th season with
several new improvements designed for better service.
Two new hGusing units, additional conference s p a c e, more
roads, and better water and sewage provisions are included in the
new developments.
Woodland Lodg~ now has three
complete units. The dormitorytype buildings provide 66 bedrooms which average two-to-four
nersons each. Only one unit of 22
rooms was available last summer.
A new ·addition to Crystal
Spring·s Annex conference building features 12 new conference
rooms equipped with folding doors
to allow two assembly conference
rooms 40 by 60 feet. The style
matches the first units of Crystal
Springs Annex, which is new itself. The building now has 36
rooms.
An exhibit hall converted from
a large assembly room is now
available with wall and panel provision in the Auditorium Annex.
Something new has also been
added in food service. The Baptist Sunday School Board, Nashville, Tenn., which operates the
Assembly, has engaged Morrison
Cafeteria Co., Inc., of Mobile, Ala.,
to handle dining facilities this
summer. The cafeteria chain,
which has 41 outlets throt1ghout
the South, is providing a resident
manager and several assistants,
- but college students will continue
to serve as waiters and waitr~sses.
Apply for Retrial
REQUEST for retrial in Kansas District Court has been filed
by members of the First Baptist ,
' Church, Wichita, who are loyal to
the American Baptist Convention.
District Court Judge Howard C.
Kline held earlier the church may
withdraw affiliation from the
American B a p t i s t Convention,
Kansas Baptist Convention and
Wichita Association of B a .p tis t
Churches. A large majority of the
church had voted in favor of this
move months ago.
June 22,1961

Pulpitless Committee
faces Two-fold Task
ATLAN(A (BP)-The Rock
. Baptist Church just outside of
Atlanta has lost both its pastor
and its pulpit.
Harry P. Wooten, Jr., moved to
Cartersville, Ga., as pastor of the
Tabernacle Baptist Church. The
night after the pastorium was
vacated thieves broke into the
church and made off with the
pulpit stand, plus the recording
system and amplifier.

Housing Manager Name'd
H. KENNETH Herren, finance
director for Consumers C r e d i t
Rural Electric Cooperative, has
been named manager of Seminary
V.i II age, Southern . Seminary,
Louisville.
·
Mr. Herren, ·a resident of Louisville, is a member of St. Matthews
Baptist Church. The 47-year-old
graduate of Eastern State College,
Richmond, Ky., is married and the
father of two children.
Seminary Village is a wholly
bwned subsidi_ary corporation of
Southern Seminary. Included in
Mr. Herren's duties will be the entire operation of the 265 apartments in Seminary Village and the
nursery-kindergarten.

faith Of

A Stranger

HE was more than a stranger.
He was an alien, a foreigner. Literally he was allogenes, sprung
from another race. (Luke 17:18).
Perhaps that is why Jesus
thought that the faith of this
Samaritan leper was so commendable. According to the narra~ive,
ten lepers had requested benefit
from Jesus. Jesus had responded
with a benevolent gi{t. The nine
(Jews by implication) became
guilty of a broken responsibility,

Wake Forest Lifts Bar
WAKE Forest College (Winston-Salem, N.C.) trustees further
liberalized a policy admitting N egroes when they said the college
could admit a "limited number of
special students for evening classes or summer term classes without
discrimination as to race."
The board action stipulated,
however, applicants admHted under such a policy would not be
"given undergraduate standing or
credit toward an undergraduate
degree at Wake Forest Coll~ge."
An administrative official of
the Baptist college explained the
intent of the new policy. It is designed primarily for Negro students in the area who wish to take
one or two undergraduate courses
with the understanding that credit
for the courses
be transferred
to another institution. It also
opens the way for Negroes to audit
certain courses.
'
So far there are no applicatio,ns
from Negroes, tlie admissions office said.
The trustees at their April meeting first broke the college's color
line by voting to admit qualified
Negroes to the medical and law
schools and to the division of graduate studies. There have been no
admissions in these areas.

will

for they did not return to express
their gratitude to Jes'us. Only one,
a foreigner, had faith enough to
say, "Thank you.," The response of
the Samaritan showed a beautiful
faith, in part becal).se it was not
, reasonably expected.
It is not uncommon even today
for the most commendable response to the Gospel to be made
by those from whom it should be
least expected. Hence, the faith
of the foreigner on the mission
field often shames even those of
us who send him the missionary.

Copyright 19(>0 by V. Wayne Barton, New Orleans Seminary
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Camps Under Way
BY THE time you l'ead this column the
first week of Royal Ambassador Camps
will be well under way, with the holding
of the First Junior Camp, June 19-23.
Tln'ee other camps
are scheduled. They
are:
Second Junior Camp:
June 26~30
Thil'd Junior Camp:
July 10-14
Intermediate Camp:
July 17-21
The response of boys
to the Royal Ambassador Camps has been
gratifying, as it alMR. TULL
ways is. So has the
response to the call to men to se1·ve in
places of leade1·ship at the camps.
One week of Royal Ambassador Camp
experience often -means so much to a boy
that his whole life is affected for good,
and his entil·e outlook on life so radically
changed that from then on his whole purpose in living is to do God's will and to
g lorify Him.
We hope that your church is well represented at one 01' more of the State Royal
Ambassador Camps. We hope also, that
there will be boys· from churches throughout your association and your district.
Royal Ambassador Camps offer a variety of wholesome experiences!-Nelson
Tull, Secretary •

Sunday School

Big Sense
EDITOR JAMES of The Baptist
Standard writes Big Texas Sense in a
recent issue of the Texas Baptist Paper.
His editorial is called
"The Advantage of
the Sunday SchooL"
"No organ i z ation within a church
has so many advan- 1
tages as the Sunday
School, and no other
organization has contributed so much to
the church. W h i 1 e
some denominations
are questioning the
MR. HATF IELD
wisdom of g iving so
111 uch emphasis to this phase of Chri stian work, Baptists will do well to r emember whal it has done a h·eady fo1· them and
for the kingdom of the Lord J csus Christ.
'I'he school has the advantage of all
olher organizations in that it meets at
an hour when the most persons prefer
to be in the house of God . . . .
In addition to this the Sunday School
has the advantage of being the old'e st
teaching organization in Bap.tist .c1lul·chPage ' Eighteen

Church Muffic

Last Call for Siloam
MONDAY, June 26, A~·kansas Baptists
o'f all ag·es will be flocking· to the Siloam Sp1·ings assembly for the annual
w e e k of intensive
music training and
inspiration. Over 500
. persons are expected
to attend this, the
high point of the
church music year.
What should you
bring to the conference? We suggest the
following: Bible, music notebook, linens,
towels, toilet al'tiMR. McCLARD
cles, r e c 1' e at i o n
equipment, clothing, bathing suit, stunt
night costume or materials, musical iristrument (if you play), vocal or instrumental solo music, healthy appetite and
a joyous spirit.
Registration will take up most of the
first day with actual conference activity
beginning with the evening meal oi1
Monday.
The high point of the conference will
be the presentation of the cantata, "J oseph in Egypt," which will be dnunatized on Friday evening at 7 :30. Conference will close with the noon meal
on Saturday, July 1.
.,..
Ride the Arkansas Bus to Glorieta'
Church Music Department is sponsoring a bus to the Glorieta Music Confer-

es. It has the largest and best trained
corp of workers. Southern Baptists have
spent more time and money on developing literature, organizational procedures, training manuals, and other helps
for Sunday Schools than they have
spent on all other organizations combined. It has the advantage of an appeal to the unsaved which no ,..- other
church organit::ation can have. It has
the advantage of a preferred spot on
the Wednesday night progTam of most
churches.
In retum for the advantages accorded
the school the churches reap many more
inestimable dividends. Practically all
her converts come from the rolls of the
Bible school. Her best informed members are those who have attended Sunclay School through _the years. This organization is the wheelho1·se in plllling
the financial load of the church. Its
workmen do most of the church visiting
in the name of- Christ. Most of the personal soul-winners come out of the
school, and it helps p1:epare and provide
the largest cong1·egation for the worship
services . So long as it do~s this, it de.serves the advantages it enjoys."
Och aye!-:-:-Lawson Hatfiela, · $ec1·eta1·y •

ence. Please accept our invitation for a
happy, musical holiday in the "Land of
the Sky," New Mexico. Send $40 to the
church music department, 312 Baptist
Bldg., Little Rock. This $40 will cover
your transportation and motel to and
from Glorieta.
In addition to the $40, you will pay
fo1"yom· meals to and from Glorieta and
for your meals, lodging and expenses at
Glo1·ieta. You will need to send $2.50 to
Mt·. E. A. Herron at the Glorieta Baptist
Assembly in Glorieta, New Mexico. This
will secm·e your registl·ation and insm·apce for the conference. The maximum
cost at Glorieta is $6 per day which
includes meals and lodging. There are
cheaper accommodations.
·
Ride the AIR CONDITIONED chartered bus. Leave the planning and worry
to us. The best fellowship in the land
with good Arkansas people.
We will leave July 12 at 7 a.m. from
Little Rock. You may get on board
anywhere between Little Rock and Fort
Smith. We will return by 7 p.m. on
July 21.-LeRoy McClard, Sec1·etary •

WANTED
FOR HOUSEMOTHER
A Baptist woman who loves
children and has the educational
qualifications to work with problem children when necessary.
MUST LIVE at the home with
the children. Couple considered
if man able to do maintenance
work at institution.
Apply in person or contact:
H. C. Seefeldt, Superintendent

BOTTOMS BAPTIST
ORPHANAGE
Montic_ello, Ark.
EMpire 7-32/fl or EMpire 7-5288
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LAST CALL FOR T'RAINING UNION ASSEMBLIES'
SILOAM SPRINGS-Ralph W. Davis, Director

First Assembly-July 3-8

Second Assembly-July 10-15

Theme: "This I Believe"
DAILY SCHEDULE
7:00
7:30
8:10

Wake Up! Get Up!
Breakfast
Devotional Hour-Robert Smith,
First Week; J. T. Elliff, Second
Week
8:55 Training Union Workshops
10: 25 .Recess
10 :45 P er sonal Inter est Groups (Tu esday-Friday)
· 11:40 Tabemacl'e Service
12:15 Lunch
12 :45-1:30 Choir Practice- Eugene
Quinn, First Week; James Bur- '
leson, Second Week
1:30-5:15 Recreation
6:00 Supper
6:45 Fellowship Hour in TabernacleLee Porter
7:30 Evening Service- Dr. Gordon
Clinard
9:00 Film (Everyone will stay in tabernacle area until 9:30 except parents with small children)
10:00 Campus Clear
10 :30 Lights Out
RALPH W. DAVIS, Director

WHAT TO BRING
1. FOR RECREATIONAll tennis equipment except nets. Assembly w ill
f urnis h ping pong balls and badminton bh·ds on a
r epl acem ent basis. Tennis s hoes must be worn on
ten nis court. For arts and crafts come prepa1·ed
to buy materials t h at you w ill need to us'e in making
things.

' 2. FOR YOUR ROOM OR
DORMITORYThis is a n encam pment.• Cot, mattr.e ss, a nd m eals
will be' furnished accordi\)g to · rates a lready publis hed. There w ill be buckets, dippers, a nd wash
basins in dormitories and cabins. TAKE ,pillow,
s h eet, blankets (at least two), towels, and toilet
a t·ticles . There is no hot water except in Deluxe
a nd Faculty Buildings.

3. FOR TRAINING UNION
WORKSHOPSBring your Training Union m a nuals (1952 edition
or later). All union manua ls an d a ll lea dership
manuals will be taugh t by experienced workers.
):looks may b e purchased at the assembly (36 cents
for Juniors a nd Intermediates; 78 cents for Young
People and Adul ts).

4. FOR PERSONAL INTEREST
GROUPSTheme for each conference w ill be "This I Believe."
Bring your Bible, a notebook an d pencil. This w ill
be a most profitable conference for each age group.

5. FOR SONG SERVICEBI'ing the s ong book that you purchased last year
or be prepared to purch11se a son&" book for 36· cents.

J u n ~ 2. 2., 1 9 6 1-

SATURDAY MORNING SCHEDULE
6:15 Wake Up! Get Up! Pack Up!
7:15 Breakfast
8:00 Devotional Hour
8.:35 Workshops
10:00 Tabernacle Sendee-Awards and
Recognition .
10: 30 Sack Lunches
10 :30 Good Bye! See You Next Year!

DR. GORDON CLINARD, Speaker

WHEN TO ARRIVE
Each assem bly begins Monday night a nd closes
Saturday at 10 :30 with sack lunches. First meal
w ill be se1·ved Monclay ' evenin g at 6 :00. Com e a ny
time Monday, J t1 ly 3 or· Jul y 10.

WHAT TO WEAR

ASSEMBLY PERSONALITIES
Dr. Gordon Clinard, Professor of
Preaching, Southwestern Baptist Seminary, inspirational speaker for .b oth assemblies.
Dr~ Robert Smith, Pastor of First
Church, Pine Bluff, chalk talk artist and
devotional speaker at the first assemoly.
Rev. J. T. Elliff, Pastor, Bethany Church,
Kansas City, devotional speaker the sec·
\
ond week.
Mr. Lee Porter, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, Reci.'eatfo'nal Consultant of the Sm1day School Board, will direct recreati'!Jl ·
at both assemblies.
Mr. Eugene Quinn, Kentucky Music De-'
partment, .Music Director first week. Mr.
James Burleson, Ouachita Baptist College, Music Director second week.
Dr. Eugene Greer, Dallas, Texas, conference lea der second week.

Shorts of any kind are not to b e worn by a n ybo dy
at a ny time. This includes a rrivin g at the assembly
and leaving the assen;tbly. · W omen and girls taking
s lacks are requested to wear them only in the
.afternoons for t•ecreation. T a k e raincoat an d wrap.
At times it m a y be cool, a nd it may rain.

WHAT SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD
No one will leave the grounds between 6 p.m. and
12 :30 p.m. of the next day without individua l
emergency permission obtainable at t h e Business
Office. Young People leaving the grounds durin g
the a fternoon s hould be properly chaperoned and
have the consent of their pastors or dormitory
counseloxs.

LIGHTS OUT
Lights in all cottages a nd dormitories must be ·out
a t 10 :30 p.m. Many come to t h e encampment for
their vacations and have a right to expect to rest
during the night hours. These should be considered.
Any unnecessary nois e or disturbance after 10 :3 0
p .m. will be investigated a nd those guilty w ill be
asked to leave the grounds . This procedure h as been
voted by the encampment. NOTICE: I t is understood that those w ho register for the encampm ent
agree to a bide by these su&"gestions.

P a g e N i .n e t e e n

Executive Board
(Continued From Pag·e 2)
should be kept as close to the churches as
possible.
On the other hand, if the churches
would make adequate provision for the associational work they woul~ likely be
more interested in this phase of our work,
and would develop a more sympathetic
interest and give a wiser direction to the
work.-S. A. Whitlow, Executive Secretary

Yours For Happy Listening!

Self-Giving
ONE DAY, Jesus went into the Synagogue at Nazareth on the Sabbath day.
He stood up and read these words: "The
Spirit of the Lord is
upon me because He
' hath annointed me to
preach the gospel to
the poor. He hath
sent me to heal the
broken hearted, to
preach deliverance to
the captives and recovery of sight to the
blind, to set at liberty them that are
bruised."
. DR. DOUGLAS
This program of
work was not limited to a day' or a
nation. It was for every day and for
every nation. Therefore, He called some
disciples and trained them in spiritual
matters which included Stewardship.
The disciples were so slow to comprehend the scope of Jesus' program that
He spent almost two-thirds of His
earthly ministry teaching them.
We look at the pattern, the program
and the number of disciples and we
know that it is not the size of the building that mak~s a church. It is the way
the me"rnbers follow the pattern set by
Jesus. We know, too, that it is not
always the volume of hours spent in
prayer but the compassionate concern
with which a church membership prays
that really counts. Finally, we know
that wealth does not primarily mean
Kingdom success. The thing that really
counts is the spirit of giving on the part
of the church members.
A church member who does not give
self can never express God's way of life.
The church member who does not share
the l'ight portion of his money through
his church can ne;ver do what God would
have him do. This is because God has a
plan of teaching and preaching the Gospel around the world, and it takes money
along with some other things to do it,
including schools for training, hospitals
for heafing and churches for worship
and ministering, committees, boards and
ag·encies for formulating pians 'so a better job of preaching can be done.
How can anyone believe that when a
church deals with the Stewardship of
money that it is being mercenary and
non-spiritual? About ·the only answer
to this question that I can give, honestly, is that I do not know unless that
person really does not understand what
Jesus meant when He said, "It is more
blessed to give than to receive."-Ralph
Douglas·, Associate Executive Sec'y. •
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Treat yourself and your family to good music
with these excellent high-fidelity recordings

THE CREATION
The Ridgecrest Music C.onfe·rence Choir
A recording of Franz J ose ph Ha ydn's wo rld -fa mous orato ri o sung in
Englfsh. Five hundred d edicated sing e rs inter pret this grea t ma ste rpi ece
with power and beauty. Two 12-inch, 33 1/3 rp m reCo rds in a hand so me
hinged a lbum. Monophonic or stereoph onic I pl ease specify). (26b) $7.95

REJOICE AND SING
The Southwestern Singers
Anoth'e r fine recording in the "h ymn-of-th e-m onth" se ri es . Includ es such
favorites as: Reioice, The Lo rd Is Kin g ; 0 J es us, I Have Promised; Wh en
Morning Gilds the Skies; The Church' s One Found ati o n; C ome, Th ou Fount
of Every Blessing; and 7 oth e rs. Mon oph onic or ste reo ph o nic (specify) $3.98

HYMNS OF LOVE AND PRAISE
The Broadman ·chorale
I Love Thy Kingdom, Lo rd; Take Time to Be Holy; 0 Wo rd of God Incarnate; Teach Me, 0 Lo rd, I Pray; Where Cross the Crowd ed Ways of
Li fe; Open My Eyes that I May See; 0 God, Our Help in Ag es Past;
6 olhers. Monophonic only.
$3.98
I

SONGS AT EVENTIDE

Ken Wright, organist; Wanda Kennedy, contralto
All Through the Night; Rock of Ages; Sweet By a nd By;, Have Thin e Own
Way, Lord; What a Fri e nd We Have in J es us; Abid e with Me ; Ivo ry
Palaces; and 6 others. Monophonic only.
$3.98

••• and for the children

LET~S

SING ABOUT

Songs about Ea ster, Ch ristma s, crea ti on, and the seasons for childre n
5 to 8. Two 45-rpm reco rd s in hin ged album.
$1.98

SONGS FOR TINY TOTS
Seventeen songs for Nursery chi ldren.· Two 45-rpm records in hin ged
album.
$1.98

Order these and other · records for the whole family
from your

BAPT ST BOOK STORE
ARK A .N SA S. BAPTIST

Children's N o o k - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - churches are established, they eagerly
attend.
The man who thought of this method
of spreading the gospel is the Rev. John
E. Ford of California. About ten years
BY VIOLET M. ROPER
ago he made his firs't records for a missionary . friend in New Guinea. Since
TAL peered through the tree ferns at them of God long before he has learned then Mr. Ford and his helpers have made
the . edge of the jungle clearing.
to speak their language well. He also thousands of records. These play ser"Look, Tangip," he whispered' to his sends native helpers deep into the jun- mons and give Christian instruction in
gles with these phonographs and rec- sixty-four languages and dialects. More
brother. "The stranger is here."
ords. In this way thousands of heathen · than four thousand of the phonographs
He pointed to the man standing with learn of God.
have been sent to mission stations in
the natives in front of a grass hut.
Missionaries say that at first many far-off lands such as New Guinea, Bor"Has he the magic box?" asked the of the natives are frightened when they neo, the Philippines, Fiji, and the Congo
hear this phonograph. They think it is jungle.
younger boy.
Today the foreign mission groups of
"I cannot tel:l," answered Tal. "We magic, that there must be a devil in the
box. But when nothing bad happens, sixteen denominations are sending these
will see."
they listen to the story of God's love. phonographs and recording s into their
As they ran down the village street They are co~verted and ask to be bap- mission fields. The box-belong-talk is
to join the crowd, the man turned. Tal tized. After they give up their heathen helping· other boys like Tal to know our
could see how different he was, how gods, they also change their old ways of Heavenly Father. •
white and colorless his skin looked. His living. Then when mission schools and
(Sunday School Board Syndicate, all rights reserved)
eyes were not the deep brown of the
natives. They were blue, as bright as
, I
the New · Guinea sky overhead, Tal
thought. The man was speaking, but
God's Wonderful Wo1·ld
most of the words were new to Tal.
Only now and then was there one in
the language he knew.
Now the stranger motioned for them
to sit down. After the natives squatted
on their heels, Tal could ·see the small
-,
square box on the ground. This must. be
BY THELMA C. CARTER
it, he knew, the box he had heard about,
the one ma:p.y called "box-belong·-talk."
Tal nudged his brother and pointed.·
Next, the man placed a round object
on the box top. Tal watched wide eyed.
The object was thin and flat like one
of the bread cakes his mother baked
each day.
Suddenly, a strange thing· happened.
A voice. spoke from the box. These
words were all in the speech of Tal's
people. He understood them, but what
· they said was new to him.
The message told of a God who made
the earth and the people, of a God allpowerful yet kind and loving. The message called him their Heavenly Father
and told that he watches over all. 'l;'al
HA.VE you ever hea1·d of the insect stick has three pail's of legs. The hind
listened in surprise. No tribal god he
called the walking stick? You probably legs a1·e much longer
than the others.
wo~·shiped was like a loving father.
1
have seen one if you have noticed a It is with these lon g hind legs that it
Tal and his b1·other remained in the twig, or what appeared to be a twig, is able to jump, walk, and cling to plants
village several days. They heard more walking over the ground. Perhaps you and trees.
about God and of Jesus and his teach- have even started to pick up one, only
Naturalists tell us that the woods and
ings. Tal learned that the stranger to have the twiglike creature vanish.
forests of the United States are the
called himself a missionary, that his
· Walking sticks also project themselves natural homes of walking sticks. Howhope was to tell all the people of New like tiny twigs from trees. What you ever, they are found in almost every
Guinea of God's love for them and of may think is a small twig attached to area of our country, even in our garGod's Son Jesus.
·
a tree branch is really a very clever dens and flower beds.·
Perhaps Tal did not at once under- insect.
In tbe warm tropical countries and
stand all he heard, but the box-belongThe walking stick is a slender, long- islands, where there are wild, strange
talk did bring him his first knowledge bodied creature. Its legs are wide apart, jungles of plants, trees, orchids, lilies,
of God and led_ to his becoming a Chris- fitted for walking with great speed as lizards, snakes, toads, and bats, walking
tian. Many others have first heard of well as slowly. Most walking sticks sticks are giant-sized creatures, living
God just · as Tal in New Guinea did.
found in the United States are wingless. in great swarms.
This box-belong-talk came from our
The cleverness of this strange insect
God's natural world is a planned
country. It is a small plastic phono- is almost unbelievable. It will mimic or world, even in the world of insects.
g raph easily run by pne finger. While become almost exactly like twigs, sticks, "And God said, Let the earth bring forth
it looks like a toy, it is really an impor- or portions of leaves and plants which the living· creature after his kind, cattle,
tant missionary aid. With these ma- are nearby. This art of mimicry is a
and creeping thing . • . after his kind"
chines and records made in the natives' way of protection from insect enemies.
(Genesis 1 :24) . •
own language, a missionary can tell
Like all other insects, the walking
(Sunday Schoo l Board Syndicate, all rights reserved)

The Magic Box
,

The Living .W alking Stick

~
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The Fruits of Faith

ment without mercy, that hath showed
and mercy rejoiceth against

By DAVID E. RAILEY

Verses 14-17 show that mercy is an
action term. Mercy works. It aids those
who are destitute. It feeds and clothes
the needy. It does more than share, it
1
sacrifices.

Pastor, Immanuel Church, El Dorado
. Sunday, June 25
Bible Material: James 2; 5; Galatians 5:22-25
Memory Text: James 2 : 17
Immediately, we know that James is
not speaking· of the faith for salvation,
THERE are · two concepts of faith but rather the' working faith of a pertaug·ht in God's Word: faith of Jesus son already saved. Otherwise he would
Christ which brings salvation to our have quoted the first and great com- · ·
souls, and the1 faith that produces 1works mand, "Love the Lord thy God. . . ."
in ·our everyday life. .
The . second is an out- · Just as faith is the outcome of God's ·
love-gift to us, so love for others is the
g r o w t h from the first yield of the tree of faith growing ·
first.
in our hearts . .
In order for a sin-·
Verses 9-11 are a commentary on the
ner to be saved he
must be born ag·ain first fruit of faith. If you love your
by receiving the liv- neig·hbor, those with whom you have
ing Christ into his any social or community relationship,
soul. The presence of you will express that love without being
Christ, who is the in- partial because of their outward person.
corrupted seed of the "But if ye have respec~ to persons, ye
Wo-rd of God, is the commit sin, and are convinced of the
MR. RAILEY
source for initial sav- law as transgressors" (James 2 :9). The
ing faith. "Being born again, not of love that true faith produces transcends
corruptible se,e d, but of incorruptible by . 'prejudice of any sort whether it be sothe Word of God" (I Peter 1:23). It is cial,· racial, economical, or religious. If
one keeps the whole law, and fails in
not our faith with works 'that saves us;
it is His faith present at the time, in this one point, he is guilty of transgressing the whole law. God gave one
us, when we are born again.
Law rather than ten, and that Law is
"Knowing that a man is not -justified entirely based on the principle of love.
ry the works of the law, but by the Lack of love for God or for man confaith of ChHst" (Galatians 2:10). We stitutes a grievous breakage of the law.
do not "exercise" faith to be saved, that
is, we do not have a certain spiritual 11. freedom Through Faith
ritual or work <>f penance that must be
done to prove we have enough faith to
LIBERTY .o f conscience and
attain salvation. All of salvation •is a
spirit is also a fruit of faith. It is the
gift of God to those who repent by re- -standard for all of our messages and
ceiving Christ. "For by grace are ye works. We are not confined to a bondsaved through faith; and that not of age by Moses' Law; we are set free by
yourselves: it is the gift of God: not the law of liberty, the emancipation of
of works, lest any man should boast." the soul. "So speak ye, and so do, as
After Christ has come to live in a they that shall be judged by the law of
liberty" (James ?:12). We make our.
man~s heart, then faith having been
planted by Christ begins to grow and · stand for Christ because our born again
produce fruit. And if that faith does conscience issues a desire for such loynot produce works, there is strong evi- alty. We build our system of theology
dence that the energizing life of the and our Biblical doctrines not by council
Spirit is not present. "Even so faith, if decree, but rather by the inner voice of ·
·it hath not works, is dead, being alone" a free, Spirit-led conscience.
(James 2 :17).
This privilege of the individual to posGenuine faith planted by Christ, cul- sess faith gives him the liberty of choice
tivated by the Spirit and fed by the to establish with fellow believers an inWord should then be exercised in good dependent assembly. Herein Baptists
find the marvelous, God-given right of
works.
the independent local church. Herein i~;;
the Martin Luther concept of religious
freedom which was responsible for the
reformation and for the founding of this
I. The first fruit of faith
nation. Genuine faith will set man free
with the liberty of the Spirit.
THE ROYAL principle for all service
Ill. Faith Yields Mercy
is that it must base spiritual love as its
motivation. The first of all fruits that
WHOLE system of judgment
genuine faith will produce is love. "If
is seasoned through with mercy. Thereye fulfill th~ royal law .according to tile
fore, He expects man to live by the
scripture, Thou shalt love thy neighbor same principle. Mercy is a result of
as thyself, ye do well" (James 2:8). genuine faith. "For he shall have judg-

T H~

Gon·~

P a g 'e T wen t y ·Two

~d~~~r_:,

IV. Faith. Bears Patience
James 5:7 · J J

J

T IS genuine faith in our hearts
which causes a great desire to see the
Lord. But that faith also disciplines our
desire to place foremost a spiritual endurance for the labor at hand. Faith
gives patience. It establishes our hearts.
It gives happiness and .courage. "Be ye
also patient; stablish your hearts: for ,
the coming· of the Lord draweth nigh"
(ys. 8). "Behold, we count them happy
which endure" (vs. 11).
The concept of patience in this text
is not the weak idea of waiting, but
rather it speaks of confidence, firmness,
and assurance of victory. Faith alone
can produce an overcoming spirit. "For
whatsoever is born of God overcometh
the world: and this is the victory that
overcometh the . world, even our faith"
(I John 5:4). Victory _ comes throug·h
the patience which faith builds into our
lives.

V. Faith Produces Spiritfruit, Gal. 5:22-25

THE SPIRIT of God can bring forth ,
marvelous fruit in the life of one who
has faith enough to yield completely to
Him. Here is. not faith that produces
the fruit, but rather faith makes it possible for the Spirit to bring forth the
fruit. "But the fruit of the Spirit is
love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentle- ....
ness, goodness, faith, (faithfulness),
meekness, temperance: against such
there is no law." Faith' leads us to walk
in the · Spirit, that is, to yield daily to
his way for our lives. If we live in the
Spirit, let us also walk in the Spirit.
This Spirit-fruit is of the highest quality possible for man. And the greatest
spiritual achievement for a son of ·God
is to possess the fruits that the Spirit
alone can grow.

Conclusion

Do

YOU have a fruitful faith? Can
others see in you the above mentioned
spiritual products? If there is no such
fruit, search first to be sure you have
Christ in your heart. Saving faith is
primary. Second, examine the seed of
faith to see why it has not grown. Then
go to the Word of God for the food
that your soul needs to grow a fruitful
faith. "So then faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the Word of God"
(Romans 10:17). IIi
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BIBLES REBOUND
Sizes to 6 11 x 9", Genuine Morocco or
Cowhide $11 .00. Inquiries invited on
larger Bibles, other treasured books.
· Write for free brochure. The Bible
Bindery, Dept. 2B, 818 North Third, Abilene, Texas.

RECEIVE

INTEREST

ON YOUR SAVINGS
Regular Saving - Reaps Security
Start with $10 .00 - $100 .00 - $1,000.00
or a ny amount

YOUR MONEY IS ALWAYS
AVAILABLE WHEN NEEDED
Open your savings account today
by mall or In person
Name _,, , .. ___ , , _ _ _ _ __ _ , , __ ,,_
Address
C ity .... -.,---.... · --·-··--~ .. .. -- State ____ , .. .. ..- -

BaptiSt Building .Savings, Inc.
JA 3-1240

556 Madison Ave. Bldg.
Memphis 3, Tenn.
JA 3-1240
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A Smile or Two

Attendance Report

They Need Teaching
THE principal of the vacation Bible
school at First Church, Carlisle, was
reviewing the children on the Bible
verses they had learned during the twoweek study. "What did Jesus command
us to do, as he left the earth?" the principal asked.
Replied one of the little ones: "Go ye
into all the world and teach the gossips!" '
'Gogettah' Is Right!
IN Dallas the 0ther day we heard this
new definition of a ' ~go-getter":
One who enters the revolving door
back of you but comes out ahead of you!
Way They Do in Texas
ALSO out of Te'xas comes this story
about the expert golfer who was fitted
with his first bi-focals. Th~ optician
was. greatly concerned o:ver what he was
sure would happen to the golfer's game.
But several day's later he had a chance
to ask the golfer about his game, now
that he had his new glasses.
"Oh, it is just fine," rep}ied the addict. "When I am teeing off, I look
down and there are two golf balls, a big
one and a little one. I just keep my
eye on the big one and wham it away
down the line. Then, when I get to the
ball, I see two again- a big one and the
little one. So I hit the big one again
and it goes away toward the green.
When I get on the green, I look down
and there ·are two balls-a ·big one and
a little one-and ·two cups, a big ·one
and a little one. I just tap the little
ball into the big cup!"
Presidential Suite?
THE HOTEL clerk was losing his patience and so was the gentleman trying
to get a room. "Look, Mr.," said the
- clerk, "I've told you a dozen times already, we don't ha.ve any rooms. We're
full!"
"If President Kennedy came in," the
man persisted, "you'd have a room · for
him, wouldn't you?"
"Why, of course," the clerk admitted.
"Then let me have his room. Kennedy's not coming."-Baptist & Reflector
He Might Try It
A PRIEST was r eturning 'to his parish on a secluded road sqme dist ance
from London when he remembered that
'he had not read his prayers for the day
a s required by his order. Since there
was no light in the car, the priest got
out and knelt before the headlights of
his small automobile. He did not have
on clerical clothing ; and soon a large
truck came by. The driver stopped, and
leaned out of the window. "I say,
mat e," he said , "that ther e must be a
flippil; g good book!"
Man-Handled
A LAUNDRY advertised: "We don't
mangle your clothes with our machinery. We do ft carefully by hand." .
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Attend a nce r eport-6-22 p23 ; Correction (letter)
- 6-22 p7
B
B a ptis t elections (iet ter s )- 6-22 p5, 7 .
Baptist s, Seven t h-Day (BL) - 6-22 p16
Baptis ts , Texas, would bar federal loa n s-6-22 pl2 ;
(E ) p4
Bento n, Hig hland H eig hts, s peakers -6-22 p8
Bond is•u e, the (E) - 6-22 p1
Books helf, the- 6-22 p 5
Brotherhood dept.- 6-22 p18

c
Ca r oline ass ociation n ew s -6-22 plO
Central ass ociation n ew s- 6-22 plO
Children's N ook- 6-22 p 21
'Church a nd S tate'-6-22 p 14
Communism, way to fig h t -6-22 p13
Concord ass ocia tion n ews- 6-22 pll
Counselor's Corner-6-22 p7 .

D
'Do-Gooder s Destroy F reedom' (NG) - 6·22 p6
Drama Course a t Li t tle R ock- 6-22 p8
Dubois, James E. , di es- 6-22 p9
F
'Fa ith or f ear' (NG )-6-22 p6
'Fait h, the fruits of' (SS) - 6-22 p22
G
Glea nings f1·om b r eek New T es t a ment- 6-22 p17
Gravel JUdge, Firs t Church, GA cm·onation- 6-22
p9
Great Brita in, from (letter s )- 6·22 p7
H
H a r vill , R ev. a nd Mrs . J. T. , n a med missiona ries6-22 p3
Ho pe, Fir ~ t Church, GA corona tion- 6·22 p 8
L
'Life you save'- 6-22 p2
Li ttle R ock Books to r e to move- 6-22 p10
'Li ving w i t hout being alive' (NG) ~ 6-2 2 p6
M
.Mus ic dept.- 6-22 p 18
'Mus t a rd Seed" (NG) - 6-22 p6
N
N ewport, mission grou1;1dbreaking- 6-22 pS
·'Non-resident dilemma,' dealin g with'- 6· 22 p2

0
Oua chita Dible Conference s peakers_.:._6·22 p10
Owens, Che rry June, dies-6-22 p9
R
R ev ivals lis ted- 6-22 p9
Ridgec r es t lmp rovem en ts-6-22 p17

s
' Self-Gi ving ' (Exec. Bd. )- 6-22 p 20
Siress, Billy, to Litt le Rock- 6-22 p9
S mile or T wo- G-22 p23
Sout hern Semiria r y houHing m a nag er- 6 ~ 2 2 p17
S t r eet, Mrs . J. H. , t o edit n ew f eature-6-22 p3
S und ay School dept.- 6-22 p1 8
•
T
Tra ining Union assemblies (a dv.) - 6-22 p19
rrrrinity associa tion n ews- 6-22 plO

u
'Unfounded rumor' (letter) - 6-22 p5
Urrey, Thomas, promoted- 6·22 p9

w
W a k e Fores t lifts color ba r - 6-22 p17
'We Sha ll be Like Him' (PS) - 6·22 p4
K ey to listings : (E ) m eans " edi t orial" ; (NG),
Nugge t• of Gold; ' (BL ) , B eacon Lig hts of Bapti s t
Hi• to r y ; CPS ), P er s 01\a lly Speakin g : (SS ) , S unday
School. The f irs t nume ra l is th e numbe r of the
n1o nth. as 10 f o r Oc to ber a nd t he second numbe r
indicat es ihe day of the month the iss ue wa:::;
pubjis hed .
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Solid Oak Pews
Pulpit Furniture
OTUER ITEMS
·Phone Hillcrest 2-2387
Page

Twen. ty~Three

'Voice of Andes' TV
QUITO, Ecuador (EP) - The
first non-profit missionary station,
· 29-year-old HCJB or "VoiCe of the
· Andes" heJ:Ie has been given license
to expand its 21-houl! broadcasting
with
six transmitters in nine lan. Israeli Minist~r Speaks
guages to include television.
JERUSALEM (EP) - Speaking
to the 3,000 delegates from 28
countries at the Sixth World Con- Relief for Refugees
ference here, Israel's Minister of
GENEVA, Switzerland (EP) Education, Abba Eban, said the aim
Protestant
agencies in the Congo,
of the new State of Israel was not
which
were
among the first to
merely to add anotl}er nation to the
bring
relief
to
the Bakwanga faminternational family, "but a holy
area
last
year,
have been offi.
ine
experience in rule by conscience."
share
in services
cially
invited
to
· "Your presence here reflects the
for
the
thousands
of
refugees
from
conviction that the unfolding of
Angola
who
are
now
entering
the
Israel's career as a modern nation
country.
is a matter of deep moment and
These Protestant agencies have
concern to the Christian world as
well as to the Jewish people," he . been given responsibility for taksaid.
· · ing care of 10,000 Angolan refuThe Rev. Howard R. Courtney of gees at Moerbeke, one of the three
Los Angeles, a leader of the Inter- main centers around which they
national Church of the Foursquare are grouped.
Gospel, said that "between the
A recent Red Cross survey
Pentecostalists and the Jewish peo- shows there are 20,000 refugees
ple there is nething.but friendship." grouped around Songololo, 10,000
''There is no anti-Semitic spirit at in Kimpangu and its neighborall in our midst," he said further. hood, and a further 10,000 near
"We believe God's hand is on you. Madimba.
We don't believe that the Jews are
in Israel by accident, but in fulfillment of the prophecies. To us, this New Tract Club
is a modern-day God-inspired mirBRUSSELS, Belgium (EP)-A
acle."
new series of Dutch tracts has
The three-day meeting was the been prepared by Editeurs de Litfirst worldwide Christia1;1 conven- terature Biblique, a literature mintion ever held in Jerusalem.
istry here, for distribution in The
. Before leaving the Holy Land, Netherlands .
delegates visited many points of inFirst portion is a Gospel of John
terest and donated a 10,000-tree with full-art cover, published on
forest for the Judean hills in the
name of Pentecostalists throughout high quality paper.
the world as a token of gratitude to
"We expect that 90 per cent of
the people of Israel.
the literature will go to the people
who have never seen or read any
Union for Clergy
of the Gospels before," says the
LONDON (EP)-A suggestion Rev. ~ F. Koreker, general dithat clergymen have their own rector.
trade union has been sharply criticized by officials of the Church· of
England and the Free Churches. · Elizabeth Visits School
· WINDSOR, England (EP) Leaders said that the proposal
put forward by the Rev. Peter Queen Eliza.beth II, titular head of
Blagdon-Gamlen, Vicar of St. Bar- the Church of England, paid an
tholomew's, Derby, in an article in
unprecedented social call to Beauhis parish magazine, was contrary
mont
College, a Jesuit boarding
to the idea of self-sacrifice and
service implicit in the acceptance school for boys near the · royal esof the vocation.
tate of Windsor Castle~

Legalize Polygamy
ACCRA (EP) - Moves in two
fields by the Ghana Gov~:cnment
provoke'd sharp · comments from
church officials last week . ....
The first was. a governmentpublished white paper proposing
legalization of the traditional system of polyg·amy and "common
law" marriages. The paper sug·- .
gests that while a man would be
allowed to have only one legal
wife, she would no longer have
grounds for divorce if he entered
into a common law marriage with
another woman. He would, however, be legally responsible for all
children born of this second union.
Religious Service Attacked
REPELON, Colombia (EP) When Protestants here gathered
for a religious service in a private
home on May 17, they ·were attacked by a mob of school children
and adults in the company of Father Jeremias Contreras, the parish priest, according to the Rev.
James Goff, of the Evangelical
Confederation of Colombia. He
says the group, estimated at over
300 persons, surrounded the house.
. Following the singing of Catholic songs and hurling anti-Protestant epithets, they stoned . the
Protestant assembly, inflicting several minor injuries. One of
the group was able to escape and
call the mayor who came and restored order.
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